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Abstract
The ectomycorrhizal fungus Cenococcum geophilum is distributed worldwide across multiple
climates and soil types and is known to positively associate with a multitude of plant
genera, possibly contributing to plant ability to tolerate inorganic contaminants in a soil
environment. New C. geophilum isolates are easily cultured from soils in a laboratory setting,
making this an ideal candidate for a model species with which to study multiple plant-
fungal effects across a collection of novel isolates. However, C. geophilum is also genetically
complex and, at 178Mbp, features one of the largest fungal genomes, necessitating the use
of the novel restriction-associated DNA sequencing (RADseq) technique which produces
robust de novo single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection. A preliminary investigation
into the phylogenetic relationship of >200 new C. geophilum isolates from the United
States Pacific Northwest (PNW) region using glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH ) strongly resolved (>80%) 15 cryptic clades. An investigation of the worldwide C.
geophilum collection using GAPDH resolved >30 cryptic clades. In both collections, at least
two cryptic clades incorporated extreme spatial diversity in the form of cross-regional, cross-
country, and international strains. Phylogenetic analyses of 171 PNW isolates conducted
using RADseq strongly supported (>80%) the 15 PNW clades using the de novo dataset
assembly at a per-site depth of at least 10%. Direct comparison of the PNW ITS and
GAPDH gene regions indicated strong evidence of sexual recombination and additional
analyses confirmed high levels of incongruency between the two genes. However, when
these same analyses were conducted on the RADseq de novo dataset, no strong evidence of
recombination was detected across the PNW collection, suggesting this collection represents a
hybridized clonal population with rare localized sexual recombination. A association study
linked heavy metal resistance of 56 C. geophilum isolates to significant SNP associations
v
detected from the de novo and RADseq assembly, finding that 20 significant (p < 0.05)
SNPs were detected in the presence of cadmium. These SNPs are linked to a series of
metabolic, transcription and translation, and ion-binding protein coding regions as well as
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1.1 Agriculture in a global context
Population growth in the 20th century has led to increased efficiencies in agricultural
development [1] (Fig 1 in Appendix), which in turn increases the demand for arable lands
for sustainable farming [2, 3]. Agricultural development also serves as a primary source
of economic security for many countries, encouraging country independence from outside
resources in times of crisis [4]. Significant tracts of land are closed off to agricultural
development due to contamination within soils [5, 6]. In the United States alone, there are
approximately 1.73 million hectares of closed landfills, abandoned mining lands and areas
which are closed to future development due to pre-existing contamination [7]. A significant
portion of this land contains severe heavy metal contamination within the soil [6, 8–10],
which prevents use of this soil for food crop systems. As a result, there is a finite amount of
land available for either biofuel or food crop systems, and land availability is further limited
due to the presence of toxic pollutants [11, 12], leading to phytotoxicity and other concerns
of bioaccumulation in the food chain [13]. Investigations of both potential remediation
techniques as well as agricultural systems which can be used in contaminated soils is of great
interest in agricultural development [5, 12, 14, 15] (Fig 2 in Appendix).
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1.2 Populus spp. as a biofuel crop
The planting of non-consumable biofuel crops would eliminate the dangers inherent in using
these lands for food resources and open these lands for economic development [15–17].
One such biofuel crop genus, Populus spp. (poplar), consists of 30 fast-growing deciduous
softwood species with natural hybridization and distinct sexes [18–21]. poplar is of particular
interest in reforestation and phytoremediation for the recovery of contaminated sites due to
their fast growth [22] and overall hardiness in the presence of heavy metal contaminants
[23–29] (Fig 3 in Appendix). Hybrid poplar are currently grown in agroforestry settings for
both pulp and softwood lumber applications, and currently being studied and optimized for
biofeedstock production [25, 26, 30]. Indeed, the increased acidity of the poplar biomass may
lead to more efficient processing for later biofuel applications [31, 32]. Additionally, when
biomass is processed using pyrolysis, heavy metal contaminants are captured within the char
byproduct [16, 26, 33–36], mitigating potential risks in further downstream processing (Fig 4
in Appendix). This char byproduct represents only 10% of the total yield from the pyrolysis
of biomass, allowing for the collection and processing of bio-oil with negligible heavy metal
contaminant carry-over [16, 33, 35].
1.3 Microbial applications to bioremediation and biofuel
crop systems
While poplar is generally tolerant of heavy metal contaminants, this tolerance can be
further increased through microbial community modification and soil additives [37–39].
Manipulation of host plant symbionts has been shown to increase plant tolerance to soil
conditions which would otherwise be toxic to the plant [38, 40–44], and particular fungal-
plant symbioses may increase the ability of poplar to thrive in soils containing high heavy
metal concentrations [39, 40, 42, 44–49]. Poplar serves as host to a diverse community of
microbes including fungi [22, 50–52] which are capable of metabolizing and/or immobilizing
soil compounds which the plant cannot [38, 50, 53–57]. Some mycorrhizal fungi directly
interact with heavy metal contaminants within the soil [37, 39, 49, 55, 58], and fungal
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isolates from poplar roots have previously displayed increased resistance to heavy metal
contaminants [22, 55].
While promising, these plant-fungal relationships are often difficult to disentangle. A
single plant species may be associated with hundreds of fungal species with varying influences
on host plant survival depending on the environmental and physical conditions of the soil
[52, 57, 59–62]. The plant may also influence the rhizosphere directly through the secretion
of exudates which promote or inhibit the presence of certain species [47, 63–68].
1.4 Cenococcum geophilum as a model organism
The complexity of these plant-fungal relationships may be disentangled through targeted
understanding of the interactions of exemplar species [57, 69–72], which can function
as representatives for exploring plant-fungal interactions and characteristics in various
conditions. Such a model species should be globally distributed in multiple soil conditions,
associated with multiple plant species, and be easily culturable in a laboratory setting.
The fungal species Cenococcum geophilum presents such a species as an ubiquitously
distributed ectomycorrhizal fungus which is positively associated with plant health, growth,
and increased contaminant resistance [46, 49, 73–76]. This fungus is known to associate
with over 200 species of both angio- and gymnosperms across 40 genera [75, 77], and is
generally tolerant across a salinity gradient [78], water stress conditions [79], and extreme
heavy metal contamination conditions [46, 49, 80]. This wide-ranging resistance to multiple
soil environment stressors is often attributed to a high melanin content [78, 79, 81, 82],
which has been directly implicated to play a role in increased resistance to heavy metal
contaminants [39, 45, 81].
There are significant complications regarding phylogenetic studies of C. geophilum [75].
The genome of C. geophilum is among the largest in the fungal kingdom due to an abundance
of repeated sequences in the form of transposable elements [83–85]. The published genome
has a mapped size of 178 mpb, and is estimated to range up to 203 mbp [83–85], making
whole-genome sequencing of newly-isolated large collections of C. geophilum cost-prohibitive.
This ubiquitous species is considered asexual despite high levels of genetic and physiological
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diversity in the absence of documented sexual or asexual spore production [75, 86, 87]. Due
to these high levels of intraspecies diversity found among C. geophilum isolates, even within
isolates from a single tree [88], C. geophilum is proposed to be a species complex [75, 84, 86,
89] with significant variations in cultured isolate characteristics and physiology [75, 86]. This
type of cryptic species population implicates the incorporation of morphologically identical
members which are separate species on the genetic level [75, 86, 90, 91]. As a result, while C.
geophilum appears to have a myriad of potential benefits for agricultural applications, this
fungus has been difficult to study phylogenetically, as this research is necessarily resource-
intensive in order to delineate the phylogenetic relationships observed within the species
complex.
1.5 Phylogenetic studies of the cryptic fungus Cenococ-
cum geophilum
The extreme genomic and phylogenetic complexity of C. geophilum encourages comparative
studies incorporating multiple genetic analyses and sequencing technologies. In the
past, studies have relied on single genes or concatenated alignments of several genes for
phylogenetic inferences [75, 76, 86, 89–93]. While the internal transcribed spacer (ITS)
region is a universal standard used in both the identification and often phylogenetic analyses
of many fungi including C. geophilum [94–98], issues arise when intragenomic variation occurs
within a collection and even within the same isolate [99, 100]. Cryptic species such as C.
geophilum are difficult to delineate based on ITS region phylogenetic analyses [101, 102], a
limitation further confounded by the presence of multiple ITS region copies within nuclear
genomes [99, 103]. As a result, the glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH )
gene is most commonly used in comparative studies and is considered the standard gene
for isolation and phylogenetic analyses of C. geophilum isolates [89, 91, 93]. This protein
catalyzes the first step of glycolysis, synthesizing D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate to pyruvate.
The GAPDH gene is a prime target for phylogenetic analyses as this protein is well-studied
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and understood across multiple species [104] and there is generally only a single copy of this
gene found within a filamentous fungal genome [105–108].
Despite the potential limitations of ITS as a single phylogenetic site, a combination of
GAPDH and ITS serves as a powerful tool to determine potential recombination patterns
within an isolate collection. Direct comparisons between GAPDH and ITS may reveal
incongruence between the sites, leading to further recombination analyses to determine
gene linkage patterns. Gene distance matrices may be graphed against each other to view
correlations between pairwise distances of two genes. Additionally, the inter-partition length
difference (ILD) test, partitioned by gene region, assesses phylogenetic congruence between
gene regions by indicating whether the summed lengths of the parsimony trees created from
the dataset are significantly shorter than the distribution of combined tree lengths calculated
for a series of randomizations [109]. Should this summed length fall within the randomized
tree lengths distributions, the genes may be considered congruent and recombination is less
likely to be occurring within the population.
In summation, phylogenetic analyses completed using either GAPDH or ITS are powerful
tools which provide an informative basis for further studies. However, these studies do have
a limited scope when used with a cryptic species due to the incomplete genetic information
provided by a single gene, a limitation highlighted by the assignment of a new taxonomic
species Pseudocenococcum floridanum gen. et sp. nov. based on a multigene concatenated
alignment of previously characterized C. geophilum isolates [91]. This study highlights the
need to increase genetic information to properly delineate cryptic species within any C.
geophilum collection. Whole-genome sequencing is an effective technique for species with
smaller genomes but is cost-prohibitive when investigating a C. geophilum collection of >10
isolates due to genome size.
1.6 RADseq applied to C. geophilum
Restriction-associated DNA sequencing (RADseq) is a novel method of genomic DNA
processing for sequencing analysis [110–115] featuring multiple optimized protocols which
have been successfully applied across species [112, 116–119] but rarely applied to fungi
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[112, 120–122]. This low-cost alternative to whole genome sequencing allows for robust
de novo single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection [123, 124] and increases intra-
species resolution in phylogenetic analyses [112, 120, 125, 126]. This increased resolution is
particularly valuable in cryptic species, leading to higher phylogenetic resolution in otherwise
difficult to study populations [125, 127–129]. Because this improved resolution will promote
the determination of species-level differentiation within the species complex of C. geophilum,
RADseq has been proposed as a viable phylogenetic analysis technique for application [75].
Proof of concept of RADseq applied to C. geophilum will open more avenues of phylogenetic
analyses, strengthening the case for use of this phylogenetically fascinating species as a model
organism in future studies.
The Adapterama 3RAD protocol developed by Bayona-Vásquez et al. (2019) [116] has
not yet been applied to a fungal species, making optimization of this protocol a priority. The
full technique involves the digestion of genomic DNA (gDNA) by three restriction enzymes
[116] (Fig 5A-B in Appendix), two of which share cut site sticky ends sequences (Fig 5B
in Appendix). Internal adapters are then ligated to the ends of the gDNA fragments with
one set ligating to the shared sticky end, and the other ligating to the alternate sticky
end [116] (Fig 5B in Appendix). Fragments are then PCR amplified using primers designed
with unique external adapters for isolate-specific identification in downstream analyses [116].
Fragments are then size-selected for approx. 550 base pair length, pooled into a library, and
sent for sequencing [116] (Fig 5A in Appendix). Downstream demultiplexing and analyses
on the resulting sequencing files may be completed using several pipelines, including ipyrad
[130] and Stacks 2 [131–133]. While C. geophilum has a published genome for Swedish isolate
1.58 [84], RADseq does not require a pre-existing genome for analyses [123, 130, 133, 134]
which allows a comparison of both reference-based and de novo RADseq datasets in order to
optimize protocols for an isolate collection and determine which dataset provides the more
robust phylogenetic inferences.
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1.7 Expanding phylogenetic analyses in C. geophilum
studies
As a cryptic species, isolates classified as Cenococcum geophilum present a variety of
phenotypes ranging from isolate color, growth rate, sclerotia formation, and tolerance across
a variety of stressors. Such phenotypes may be mapped back to either a reference genome
or a de novo assembly produced through RADseq to complete association analyses and
detect significant associations across the genome [75, 122, 135]. These associations may
elucidate the roles of C. geophilum in soil environments, implicate protein function(s) in
particular measured phenotypes, and inform more complex phylogenetic studies of larger
isolate collections within the global C. geophilum collection.
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Chapter 2
Phylogenetic diversity of 200+ isolates of
the ectomycorrhizal fungus Cenococcum
geophilum associated with Populus
trichocarpa soils in the Pacific
Northwest, USA and comparison to
globally distributed representatives.
2.1 Preface
A version of this chapter was submitted for publication by Jessica M. Vélez 1,2, Reese M.
Morris 1, Jessy Labbé 1,4, Rytas Vilgalys 3, and Christopher W. Schadt 1,4,∗.
2.2 Author Affiliations
1 Biosciences Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831, USA
2 The Bredesen Center for Interdisciplinary Research and Graduate Education, University
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2.3 Author Contributions
Initial soil collections were completed by Rytas Vilgalys and Christopher W. Schadt in
2015, followed by an additional collection in 2016 by Chris and Jessica M. Vélez during
which Christopher W. Schadt and Jessica M. Vélez recorded soil temperature. Isolations of
Cenococcum geophilum sclerotia from soil was completed by Reese M. Morris and Jessica
M. Vélez. Reese M. Morris also prepared soil samples for carbon/nitrogen analyses and
extracted genomic DNA for PCR amplification. Rytas Vilgalys completed and provided
documentation for recombination analyses within this study, including pairwise comparisons
of the gene regions. Jessy Labbé provided fungal growth, genomic DNA extraction, and
genomic DNA PCR amplification guidance. Jessica M. Vélez completed x-ray fluorescence
analyses on soil samples, recorded water weight content, extracted genomic DNA for PCR
amplification, PCR amplified, sent PCR products to Eurofins for sequencing, and performed
phylogenetic analyses. The manuscript was primarily written by Jessica M. Vélez. revised
by Rytas Vilgalys, Jesse Labbé, and primarly revised by Christopher W. Schadt.
2.4 Abstract
The ectomycorrhizal fungal symbiont Cenococcum geophilum is of high interest as it is
globally distributed, associates with many plant species, and has resistance to multiple
environmental stressors. C. geophilum is only known from asexual states but is often
considered a cryptic species complex, since extreme phylogenetic divergence is often observed
within nearly morphologically identical strains. Alternatively, C. geophilum may represent
a highly diverse single species, which would suggest cryptic but frequent recombination.
Here we describe a new isolate collection of 229 C. geophilum isolates from soils under
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Populus trichocarpa at 123 collection sites spanning approx. 283 mile north-south transect in
Western Washington and Oregon, USA (PNW). To further understanding of the phylogenetic
relationships within C. geophilum, we performed maximum likelihood phylogenetic analyses
to assess divergence within the PNW isolate collection, as well as a global phylogenetic
analysis of 789 isolates with publicly available data from the United States, Europe, Japan,
and other countries. Phylogenetic analyses of the PNW isolates revealed three distinct
phylogenetic groups, with 15 clades that strongly resolved at >80% bootstrap support based
on a GAPDH phylogeny and one clade segregating strongly in two principle component
analyses. The abundance and representation of PNW isolate clades varied greatly across the
North-South range, including a monophyletic group of isolates that spanned nearly the entire
gradient at approx. 250 miles. A direct comparison between the GAPDH and ITS rRNA
gene region phylogenies, combined with additional analyses revealed stark incongruence
between the ITS and GAPDH gene regions, consistent with intra-species recombination
between PNW isolates. In the global isolate collection phylogeny, 34 clades were strongly
resolved at >80% bootstrap support and >0.90 posterior probability, with some clades
having intra- and intercontinental distributions. Together these data are highly suggestive
of divergence within multiple cryptic species, however additional analyses such as higher
resolution genotype-by-sequencing approaches are needed to distinguish potential species
boundaries and the mode and tempo of recombination patterns.
2.5 Introduction
Plant-fungal relationships are often difficult to disentangle. A single plant species may be
associated with hundreds of fungal species and each of these associations can have varying
influences on host plant survival and growth that co-vary with the environmental and
physical conditions of soil ([136–139]. The complexity of these plant-fungal relationships
may be at least partially illuminated through targeted understanding of the interactions
of exemplar fungal species. Such model species can serve as representatives for exploring
plant-fungal interactions and characteristics across various conditions. The genus Populus is
an excellent plant model for such studies because Populus trichocarpa has a fully sequenced
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genome [21, 140] and hosts a diverse community of microbes including bacteria, archaea
and fungi [52, 136, 141] which are capable of accessing, metabolizing, producing, and/or
immobilizing compounds which the plant cannot [53]. With over 30 species of deciduous,
fast-growing softwoods with distinct sexes and natural hybridization [19], Populus also has
great importance in agroforestry industries for pulp and paper products, as well as potential
as a bioenergy feedstock [26, 30].
Similar to Populus spp., a correspondingly robust model ectomycorrhizal (ECM) fungal
group for paired studies with Populus should be widespread, interact with many plant hosts,
and be easily culturable in a laboratory setting. The ECM fungal species Cenococcum
geophilum is a ubiquitously distributed fungus which is positively associated with plant
health, growth, and increased soil contaminant resistance [49, 74], and as such has the
potential to serve well as a model organism for genetic, physiological, and ecological studies.
Cenococcum geophilum is known to associate with both angiosperm and gymnosperm
species across 40 plant genera, representing over 200 host species [86], and is generally
tolerant across salinity gradients [78], under water stress conditions [79], and in extreme soil
contamination conditions [46, 78, 79]. This wide-ranging resistance to stress conditions in the
soil environment is often associated with a high melanin content [78, 79, 81, 82] which may
also contribute to hyphal and ECM longevity and resistance to decomposition in soils [79].
Cenococcum geophilum is readily culturable in a laboratory setting and capable of growing
on multiple standard solid media, including both defined media such as Modified Melin-
Norkrans (MMN) and complex media such as potato dextrose agar (PDA). Additionally,
laboratory methods for targeted and relatively rapid isolation of this fungus from soils via its
abundant and phenotypically characteristic sclerotia [142, 143] allow for efficient isolation of
new strains directly from soil samples. All of these characteristics make C. geophilum an ideal
model species and candidate for population-level genomic studies. However most existing
regional-level isolate collections have focused primarily on coniferous species [89, 91, 92]
rather than angiosperms such as Populus.
The first sequenced genome of C. geophilum strain 1.58 (isolated from Switzerland) was
published in 2016 [84] with support from the Joint Genome Institute (JGI). This genome
is among the largest in the fungal kingdom, with a mapped size of 178 Mbp and a total
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estimated size of up to 203 Mbp [84, 85]. Cenococcum geophilum has no documented means
of sexual spore production [86, 87], and is considered asexual as a species despite high levels of
genetic and physiological diversity. Due to high levels of diversity that are reported among
C. geophilum isolates, even within isolates from beneath a single tree [88], C. geophilum
has been suggested to represent a complex of indistinguishable cryptic species [75, 84, 86,
89], with many studies finding significant variation in cultured isolate characteristics and
physiology [86]. However, patterns supporting recombination have also been observed by
previous studies, suggesting a cryptic sexual state or other mechanisms for intrapopulation
recombination [83, 84, 86, 87, 144]. Together these studies have led many to suggest that
Cenococcum represents an unknown number of cryptically separate species on the genetic
level [86, 90]. Further supporting this suggestion, a 2016 multigene phylogeny of a previously
characterized C. geophilum isolate collection [142] revealed a divergent clade described as
Pseudocenococcum floridanum [91]. This discovery highlights the need to further explore
the phylogenetic diversity among diverse regional isolates of C. geophilum in order to better
characterize this species and determine several factors, including 1) if C. geophilum is a
single highly outcrossed species, or a variety of cryptic species; 2) if a variety of species, how
diverse the populations are and what are the patterns of speciation; and 3) if there exists
intra- or interspecies patterns of recombination.
Cenococcum geophilum thus appears to have a myriad of potential benefits as a model
ECM and rhizosphere-associated species. However, this fungus has been difficult to study
phylogenetically, and further work is needed to delineate its phylogenetic and functional
relationships within what may be a highly heterogenous species complex. Our laboratory set
a long-term goal to build a genetically diverse collection of C. geophilum isolates from across
the Populus trichocarpa range, mirroring the host GWAS population studies which have
proven valuable for understanding the biology of these host trees [29, 145–151]. Towards this
goal we have isolated 229 new C. geophilum strains from beneath P. trichocarpa stands over
a range of approximately 283 miles of the host range in the United States Pacific Northwest
(PNW) states of Oregon andWashington and confirmed their identity using sequencing of the
internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region and the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH ) gene. Maximum likelihood phylogenies of the GAPDH gene and ITS region
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of our PNW collection were compared directly in order to identify potential patterns of
intra-species recombination. Furthermore, the GAPDH genes of our PNW collection were
additionally compared to over 500 C. geophilum isolates with comparable available data from
published isolates and studies primarily in the United States, Europe, Japan, but also other
sites where data were publicly available [86, 89–92, 142], as well as 16 additional European
isolates recently sequenced by JGI and provided by Drs. Francis Martin and Martina Peter
[92].
2.6 Materials and Methods
2.6.1 Site selection and soil sampling
Primary sampling was carried out over a six-day period in late July of 2016. At each site,
three approximately one-gallon soil samples were collected directly under P. trichocarpa with
at least 50 yards distance in between each collection. Typically, at least three sampling sites
were selected along watersheds of the Willamette River in Central Oregon ranging to the
Nooksack river near the Canadian border, along a north-south gradient (i.e. the Interstate 5
corridor). Several watersheds and sites corresponded to those sampled in Evans et. al. [146]
where possible to allow for testing of associations with P. trichocarpa GWAS populations in
future studies. Soil samples were collected to approximately a 20 cm depth. A trowel was
used to fill one-gallon Ziploc freezer bags which were kept on ice and refrigerated at 4oC until
analysis. Site soil temperatures were recorded using an electronic thermometer (OMEGA
model RDXL4SD). Upon return to the lab, two 15 mL tubes of the 105 samples in 2016 were
subsampled for soil moisture, carbon (C), nitrogen (N), and soil elemental characterization.
Additionally, several isolates derived from smaller exploratory soil samples from within the
southern end of this geographic range (sampled by Drs. R. Vilgalys and C. Schadt) for
methods development during the prior year were also included in this study, for a total of
123 soil samples used for isolation attempts.
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2.6.2 Sclerotia separation
Soil samples were prepared using a procedure described by Obase et al. [142] with
modifications. Samples were manually sieved and rinsed with distilled water to retain
particles between 2mm and 500 µM, and the resulting slurry allowed to soak in distilled
water for 10-30 seconds. Floating debris could be decanted off the top. Portions of the
slurry were placed into gridded square Petri dishes (VWR 60872-310) which were partially
filled with water and a dissection scope was used to remove sclerotia using tweezers. Sclerotia
were submerged in undiluted Clorox bleach for 40 minutes using a VWR 40 µm nylon cell
strainer (Sigma-Aldrich Z742102), then rinsed 3 times with sterile distilled water. Sclerotia
which did not turn white after bleach treatment were then plated onto Modified Melin-
Norkrans (MMN) media [152] composed of 3 g l−1 malt extract, 1.25 g l−1 glucose, 0.25 g
l−1 (NH4)2HPO4, 0.5 g l−1 KH2PO4, 0.15 g l−1 MgSO4-7H2O, 0.05 g l−1 CaCl2, 1 mL−1
FeCl3 of 1% aqueous solution, and 10 g l−1 agar, adjusted to 7.0 pH using 1N NaOH. After
autoclaving media were allowed to cool to 60oC, then 1 g l−1 thiamine was added along with
the antibiotics Ampicillin and Streptomycin at 100 ppm each. Plates with sclerotia were
stored in the dark at 20oC.
2.6.3 DNA extraction
Isolates with dark black growth were considered viable and allowed to grow 20oC until
approx. 5 mm diameter (approx. 6 weeks to 3 months). Colonies were transferred onto
a cellulose grid filter (GN Metricel 28148-813) on MMN plates using the previous recipe
except adding 7 g l−1 dextrose and omitting antibiotics and allowed to grow for 1-3 months
for DNA extraction. The Extract-N-Amp kit (Sigma-Aldrich XNAP2-1KT) was used as per
manufacturer instructions to extract genomic DNA, with the modification to use 20 µL of
the Extraction and Dilution solutions [153]. DNA samples were stored at -20oC until use in
PCR and sequencing efforts below.
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2.6.4 PCR amplification
Ribosomal DNA (rRNA) was amplified using fungal-specific ITS primers ITS1 and ITS4
[94], and the GAPDH gene was amplified using the gpd1 and gpd2 primers [154] using the
Promega GoTaq c© Master Mix kit to amplify DNA. The thermocycling conditions consisted
of an initial hold of 94oC for 5 min, followed by 35 cycles of 94oC (30 s), 55oC (30 s), and
72oC (2 min), with a final elongation of 72oC for 10 min. Amplified PCR products were
analyzed on a 1% agarose gel using TAE buffer to confirm band size prior to cleanup. PCR
products were then cleaned using the Affymetrix USB ExoSAP-IT c© kit and sequenced on an
ABI3730 Genetic Analyzer at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville (UTK), or at Eurofins
Genomics (Louisville, Kentucky, USA). Sequences generated were analyzed against the NCBI
database using the BLAST feature in Geneious version 10.2.3 (https://www.geneious.com,
[155]) to verify fungal identity as C. geophilum. Confirmed C. geophilum isolates (marked
“CG” with number) were stored on MMN plates at 20oC and re-plated quarterly to ensure
continued viability.
2.6.5 Determination of native soil properties
For the 105 soil samples collected in July of 2016, soil temperature, concentrations of carbon,
nitrogen, elemental metals, and soil water content were analyzed. A C/N analysis was
conducted on approximately 18g of each soil sample. The samples were oven-dried at 70oC
and ground to a fine powder. Approximately 0.2 g of ground sample were analyzed for carbon
and nitrogen on a LECO TruSpec elemental analyzer (LECO Corporation, St. Joseph, MI).
Duplicate samples and a standard of known carbon and nitrogen concentration (Soil lot 1010,
LECO Corporation, carbon = 2.77 % ± 0.06 % SD, nitrogen = .233 % ± 0.013 % SD) were
used to ensure the accuracy and precision of the data.
Soil elemental metal concentrations were determined using the Bruker Tracer III-SD
XRF device. Approximately 1g of dried, homogenized soil was placed into Chemplex 1500
series sample cups with Chemplex 1600 series vented caps and 6 uM Chemplex Mylar R©
Thin-Film. Cups were placed against the XRF examination window and scanned for 60
seconds at 40 kV with a vacuum and no filter. Elemental spectra were collected using
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the Bruker S1PXRF S1 MODE v. 3.8.30 software and analyzed using the Bruker Spectra
ARTAX v. 7.4.0.0 software. Correlation coefficients relating the total sclerotia isolated, total
Cenococcum isolates per site, soil temperature, percent moisture content, C and N weight
percent, and total counts per minute (cpm) of a range of elements were then calculated using
the R v.3.4.1 statistical analysis software [156] and corrplot package v. 0.84 (https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/corrplot/index.html) in order to determine whether relationships
existed between soil quality and content and C. geophilum abundance and isolation success.
2.6.6 Generation of phylogenies
The ITS1-5.8s-ITS2 rRNA gene region and GAPDH gene sequences of 228 PNW C.
geophilum isolates were successfully amplified and sequenced, trimmed and aligned to the
published genome of the C. geophilum strain 1.58 using Geneious. Data sets were deposited
into the NCBI GenBank database and made accessible (Supplemental Table 2.1). The ITS
and GAPDH phylogenies were concatenated for downstream analyses using Geneious, and
isolates lacking either ITS or GAPDH sequence data were excluded from the multigene
concatenated analysis. For comparison with globally distributed isolates, ITS and GAPDH
sequence data of 543 C. geophilum strains were obtained from GenBank including strains
from Japan, Europe, the United States, and 16 additional European isolates recently
sequenced by JGI were provided by Drs. Francis Martin and Martina Peter (personal
communication, [157]). These isolates were aligned with the Pacific Northwest (PNW) isolate
collection using ITS and GAPDH separately, as well as a multigene concatenation of ITS
and GAPDH. All phylogenies were rooted using the outgroups Glonium stellatum, Hysterium
pulicare, and Pseudocenococcum floridanum isolate BA4b018 [91], which were downloaded
from either GenBank (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/) or MycoCosm [158, 159]
(https://genome.jgi.doe.gov/programs/fungi/index.jsf).
The best models for maximum likelihood analyses were determined for each individual
gene alignment and concatenated gene region alignments using the Find Best DNA/Protein
Models feature in MEGA X [160] to determine the Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) value
[161] and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [162], with the best model indicated by the
lowest AICc and BIC values (1 in Appendix). A maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic
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analysis was produced for the PNW isolate collection ITS, GAPDH and concatenated
phylogenies using the MEGA X software with the determined best model settings using
1000 bootstrap replications. Bayesian probabilities of the PNW and global single gene
alignments were also inferred using the MrBayes v. 3.2.7a software [163] with the determined
best model settings. Isolates lacking either ITS or GAPDH sequence data were excluded
from the concatenated ML analysis of the global isolate collection for a total of 499
isolates, and the concatenated alignment was partitioned by gene region for analyses. The
alignments and phylogenetic tree files are deposited in Treebase and may be accessed at
http://purl.org/phylo/treebase/phylows/study/TB2:S25906.
2.6.7 Comparison of GAPDH, ITS, and GAPDH + ITS phyloge-
nies
The produced ITS and GAPDH ML analyses of the PNW isolate collection were directly
compared to both the concatenated phylogeny separately, and to each other, using the
TreeGraph2 software [164] and the R v.3.4.1 statistical analysis software. These analyses
indicated a large disagreement between the two gene datasets as well as weak phylogenetic
signal from the ITS dataset, and thus only GAPDH was used for further phylogenetic
relationship inferences as this dataset contained the most phylogenetically informative sites.
2.6.8 Phylogeographic variation within PNW isolates
A correlation plot was created using R statistical software packages Hmisc v. 4.2.0 and
corrplot v. 0.84 to determine whether resolved GAPDH clades correlated with the latitude
of the strain isolation site, and a multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) was conducted
to determine clade-specific correlations to latitude. Additionally, a principle components
analysis (PCoA) was conducted using a distance matrix generated from the PNW GAPDH
phylogeny with and without species outgroups included in order to determine potential
speciation patterns within the PNW isolate collection. The PNW ML analysis was mapped
by isolate site latitude to the PNW region using the GenGIS 2.5.3 software [165] in order
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to co-visualize the spatial and phylogenetic diversity within the overall PNW isolates and
within resolved clades.
2.6.9 Global GAPDH phylogenetic analyses
In order to directly compare the new PNW and with prior global isolate collections, a
global GAPDH phylogeny was constructed using a maximum likelihood (ML) analysis
in the MEGA X software [160] with 1000 bootstrap replications and the previously
determined best fit settings (Table 1 in Appendix). Bayesian probabilities of the global
GAPDH alignment was also inferred using the MrBayes v. 3.2.7a software [163] with
the determined best model settings (Table 1 in Appendix). Phylogenetic trees were
visualized indicating either bootstrap support values or branch lengths using FigTree v. 1.4.4
(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). Clades were designated as strongly grouped
isolates with bootstrap support values of >80%.
In addition to avoiding conflicts between GAPDH and ITS identified in the PNW
isolates, usage of the GAPDH rather than multigene concatenated phylogeny allowed for
a more comprehensive global isolate collection analysis, as the concatenated global isolate
phylogeny excluded >300 isolates which lacked both sequences while the GAPDH global
isolate phylogeny included a total of 789 isolates. As a result, only the GAPDH dataset was
used for global collection analyses.
2.6.10 Recombination patterns within GAPDH and ITS data
The ITS and GAPDH RAxML phylogenies were visually compared and analyzed using R
package phytools v. 0.6.99. A PCoA was completed for the ITS, GAPDH, and concatenated
phylogenies and alignments using distance matrices generated using the ape v. 5.3 and seqinr
v. 3.6-1 packages in the R statistical software in order to compare patterns of recombination
within the PNW isolate collection based on either or both gene regions. Additionally,
HKY85 distance matrices were generated using Phylogenetic Analysis Using Parsimony
(PAUP) v. 4 [109] and graphed against each other in the R statistical software using the
ggplot2 package [166]. The inter-partition length difference (ILD) test was performed on the
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PNW concatenated alignment, partitioned by gene region, to assess phylogenetic congruence
between ITS and GAPDH data sets using the PTP-ILD option in PAUP* Version 4 [109]
with 1000 permutations and default settings. We additionally used the HKY85 distance
matrices to generate cluster distance matrices based on either ITS or GAPDH only and
then plotted them against each other to determine any pattern incongruence between the
two genes using the software Mathematica v. 12.0.0.0.
2.7 Results
2.7.1 A diverse culture collection of PNW Cenococcum isolates
associated with Populus
A total of 229 PNW isolates were obtained from 56 out of 123 soil samples (105 primary
soil samples from 2016 + 18 preliminary samples from 2015 - Supplemental Table 2.1),
accounting for a 46% overall C. geophilum isolation success rate, as some soil samples had
few or no sclerotia. The 105 PNW primary soil samples for which associated soils data were
also generated, the total C. geophilum isolation success rate did not positively correlate to
any measured soil condition or quality (Fig 6 in Appendix). Isolation success also did not
strongly correlate to the total number of sclerotia recovered (r = 0.38, p >0.05). Between the
soil values however there were expected relationships. For example, the strongest correlation
was between the soil C and N weight percentages (r = 0.99, p = <0.05). Strong correlations
also existed between the percent moisture content and C content (r = 0.88, p = <0.05) or N
content (r = 0.86, p = <0.05), C content and zinc counts per minute (cpm) (r = 0.80, p =
<0.05), and N content and zinc cpm (r = 0.81, p = <0.05) suggesting that despite the lack
of correlation with sclerotia and isolate numbers our measurement approaches were robust
(Fig 6 in Appendix).
2.7.2 Phylogeographic variation within PNW isolates
A total of 438 GAPDH positions were represented in the alignment for the GAPDH ML
analyses of the PNW and global isolate collections. In the PNW isolates, the phylogeny
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backbone strongly resolved the PNW collection at 97.1%. A total of 155 isolates grouped into
15 clades where two or more strains were resolved at >80% bootstrap values and 1.0 posterior
probability apart from clade 10 (0.8 posterior probability) (Fig 7 in Appendix, Supplemental
Table 2.2). Of the 15 resolved clades, two contain nested clades of two or more isolates
which resolved at >80% bootstrap support and 1.0 posterior probability (Supplemental Table
2.2). Nonetheless, 74 of our 229 PNW Populus isolates were not strongly resolved by these
analyses. Within these 15 C. geophilum clades resolved, across the 283 mile transect of our
sites selected along rivers in the PNW, smaller clades tended to group latitudinally by site and
watershed of origin, although notable exceptions exist, with two groups containing numerous
nearly identical isolates despite distances of >100 miles between their sites of origin. In the
PNW isolate collection, 74 isolates were outside of any other strongly supported clades (Fig
7 in Appendix), Supplemental Table 2.2), but the majority grouped strongly (1.0 posterior
probability and >80% bootstrap).
Phylogenetic distance matrices analyzed via PCoA revealed that the PNW isolates
group separately as three distinct groups. When using a distance matrix based on the
RAxML phylogeny, the PNW 11 clade segregates as a distinct phylogenetic group Fig 8A in
Appendix), and when using an alignment-generated distance matrix, clades 10 and 11 both
segregate as distinct phylogenetic groups (Fig 8B in Appendix).
The GAPDH phylogenetic analysis mapped to the PNW soil sampling sites by latitude
revealed that isolates did not appear to strongly correlate to original isolation site latitudes
(Fig 7 in Appendix, Supplemental Table 2.2). High geographic latitude variation is seen
within clade 11, which includes 38 strains isolated >60 miles apart (Fig 7 in Appendix,
Supplemental Table 2.2). Clades three, four, five, seven, and nine include strains isolated
>100 miles apart (Fig 7 in Appendix, Supplemental Table 2.2). The nested clade 8.1 has
the overall largest spatial range, with a single Willamette river isolate WI7_83.9 grouping
with several isolates from sites >200 miles to the north (Fig 7 in Appendix, Supplemental
Table 2.2) on the Nooksack River near the Canadian border. Clade ten is the largest clade
with a total of 45 isolates (Fig 7 in Appendix, Supplemental Table 2.2), representing the
greatest spatial diversity between individual sites within a single clade. The direct mapping
to the origin of isolation latitude revealed no clear patterns of segregation, particularly in the
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largest clades. Further supporting this lack of association with latitude, an MCA found that
the combination of clade and latitude were weakly associated with phylogenetic variation
within the PNW isolate collection, with the combination of these two factors accounting
for only 7.6% of the phylogenetic variation found (Fig 8D in Appendix). Analyses further
revealed that clades three, 12, 14, and 15 are not strongly grouped with the majority of the
PNW isolate collection (Fig 8D in Appendix).
2.7.3 Recombination analyses in the PNW isolate collection
While both the ITS and GAPDH phylogenies of the PNW isolates had a strongly resolved
backbone (>80% bootstrap support), the PNW GAPDH phylogeny strongly resolved 15
clades within the PNW isolate collection while the PNW ITS phylogeny only strongly
resolved only 3 clades and showed numerous apparent conflicts (Fig 9A in Appendix).
Individually the HKY85 pairwise genetic distances of each gene indicate strong hierarchical
clustering, but when plotted against each other that pattern is lost (Fig 9B in Appendix)
and a very low correlation was observed between the ITS and GAPDH gene regions using
a linear regression analysis (R2=0.185, p<.001, Fig 9C in Appendix). To further explore
this apparent incongruence between the two genes, a total of 102 informative sites of the
concatenated PNW alignment were analyzed using the ILD test protocol in PAUP. The ILD
test confirmed that the ITS and GAPDH data sets are incongruent (Fig 9D in Appendix),
as the summed lengths of the two parsimony trees made from the observed data set were
significantly shorter than the distribution of combined tree lengths calculated for 1000
randomizations of the data set (p = 0.001).
2.7.4 Phylogeographic variation within the global C. geophilum
isolate collection
Phylogenetic analyses of the PNW isolate collection together with the larger global isolate
collection revealed 34 clades of two or more strains resolved at >80% bootstrap support (Fig
10 in Appendix, Supplemental Table 2.3). The major PNW clades 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12,
13, 14, and 15 grouped identically in the global GAPDH analysis (clades V1, V2, V5, V6,
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V7, V11, V12, V13, V14, and V15 respectively (Fig 10 in Appendix, Supplemental Table
2.3). The PNW clade 8 persisted as clade V8 and additionally included isolates CAA022,
CAA006, CLW001 and CLW033 from the Florida/Georgia region [91] (Fig 10 in Appendix,
Supplemental Table 2.3).
2.8 Discussion
2.8.1 Cenococcum phylogeographic diversity in the Pacific North-
west
This study is the first comprehensive look at the genetic relationships within a regional
population of Cenococcum geophilum isolates associated with a single host tree Populus
trichocarpa. Previous C. geophilum genetic studies have primarily focused on gymnosperm
species such as pines and Douglas fir [89, 91], with two studies incorporating isolates collected
under an angiosperm (oak) as well as other local gymnosperm host species [77, 90] and a
second incorporating isolates collected under Fagus sylvatica ([92] (Table 2 in Appendix).
Interestingly, the genetic diversity encountered within this isolate collection exceeds the
diversity observed in gymnosperm-associated populations by over twofold (Table 2 in
Appendix) [89, 91] implying that P. trichocarpa may exert fundamentally different selective
pressures on the ECM C. geophilum than gymnosperm hosts.
While geographic patterns are clearly evident within the phylogenetic analysis of our
PNW isolates, interestingly the soil variables examined seemed to have no correlation with
either the number of C. geophilum sclerotia recovered or the number of isolates obtained from
our samples or their phylogenetic relationships (Fig 6 in Appendix). Other researchers have
previously found aluminum concentrations to be related to the formation and abundance of
sclerotia, primarily in pine forests [167–169], however none of the soil chemistry data was
relatable to the isolate diversity within or between sites. We also observed a much lower
abundance of Cenococcum sclerotia under Populus trichocarpa hosts than reported for other
systems. Our methods were only semi-quantitative as we were focused on diversity rather
than biomass, however we were typically only able to recover less than 20 sclerotia, and in
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approximately half our samples zero sclerotia, per gallon (approx. 3.5 kg) of soil sampled.
While much of the literature uses similar semi-quantitative methods, one previous study of
Douglas Fir forests, also conducted in western Oregon, averaged 0.91 sclerotia per gram of soil
[170] translating to 2785 kg ha−1 of Cenococcum sclerotial biomass. This level of abundance
associated with a different host in the same region would seem to be approximately two
orders of magnitude greater than those recovered in our study under Populus.
2.8.2 Incongruent genes and indications of recombination within
the PNW isolate collection
A side by side visual comparison of the ITS and GAPDH phylogenies showed in some cases
up to three ITS types associated with a GAPDH gene group, and numerous groupings in
the respective genes that were inconsistent with each other, a pattern which is strongly
suggestive of ongoing or historic intra-species recombination events among the PNW isolates
(Fig 9A in Appendix). While the HKY85 pairwise genetic distances of each gene individually
reveal clear hierarchical clustering, when plotted against each other that pattern is lost (Fig
9B in Appendix), further supporting a high level of incongruence between the two genes.
A linear analysis indicated no linear relationships between pairwise distances within the
GAPDH and ITS datasets (Fig 9C in Appendix), and an inter-partition length difference test
[109, 171] confirmed that the GAPDH and ITS data are incongruent (Fig 9D in Appendix),
indicating that the two genes have conflicting phylogenetic history or else are otherwise drawn
from different distributions. These data reflect previous evidence of cryptic recombination
observed in C. geophilum in some of the first studies of this species that used phylogenetic
approaches over 20 years ago [144] and are largely consistent with studies using a variety of
methods both in Cenococcum [75, 77, 83, 86] and other ascomycetes [172, 173]. Similarly,
in our study recombination appears to have been active in the PNW isolate collection
and is evident in the incongruent histories of inheritance between the ITS and GAPDH
gene regions. However, while the history of these two genes show patterns consistent with
recombination, only two genes were investigated. Gaining evidence across many more loci
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within the population will be important to solidify this conclusion and fully quantify the
rate and extent of gene flow.
Incomplete lineage sorting is unlikely within this population as the side by side phylogeny
suggests many recombination events. Additionally, the ILD test represents a minimum
estimate and suggests that there were multiple events, many of which are found deep within
the phylogeny (Fig 9A-D in Appendix). If lineage sorting were likely, we would expect to
see the more apparent recombination events in the tips of the tree rather than in the older
branches.
Of course, a high level of incongruence between these two genes is not conclusive.
Additional genomic sequencing could further elucidate the likelihood of recombination versus
incomplete lineage sorting. Genes such as ITS are known to undergo conserved evolution
after hybridization, so we would not expect ITS to accurately reflect the history of any
rare recombination events. While the ITS region is used as the universal standard for
fungal species identification [97], intragenomic variation presents serious concerns even when
compared from the same isolate [99, 100]. Previous studies have observed that both closely
related and cryptic species are difficult to delineate based on ITS region phylogenetic analyses
[101, 102], and the presence of multiple copies of the ITS region within nuclear genomes
increases the risk of inaccurate delineation [99, 103]. As a result, the GAPDH gene is
considered more phylogenetically informative in analyses [89].
This discrepancy in apparent rates of recombination is consistent with the increased
grouping shown by GAPDH (Fig 9A in Appendix), which is not known to undergo conserved
evolution in the same method as ITS. Ultimately our comparison of the ITS and GAPDH
gene phylogenies showed that those ITS resolves with less phylogenetic support and higher
AICc [161] and BIC values [162] (Table 1 in Appendix), indicating incompatible modes and
tempo of evolutionary change between the ITS region and the protein-coding GAPDH gene
region.
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2.8.3 Cenococcum phylogeographic diversity within a global con-
text
Our study increases the known diversity of C. geophilum within the global isolate collection,
with many of the PNW isolate collection clades appearing to be unique to those shown
previously (Fig 10 in Appendix). Distinct groups that were present in previous analyses
are indicated using the last initial of the first author (Fig 10 in Appendix, Supplemental
Table 2.3). Four newly designated clades, V16-V19, represent never-before-seen relationships
determined through a ML analysis using best fit parameters (Fig 10 in Appendix,
Supplemental Table 2.3). One of these clades, V16, includes isolates from both the North
American and European continents, and both clade V8 and V17 include isolates from both
the West and East coasts of the United States (Fig 10 in Appendix, Supplemental Table
2.3). The genetic diversity of our C. geophilum isolates from the Pacific Northwest also
appears greater in comparison to that found in other regions, with previous studies resolving
a maximum of 9 clades within any particular collection [77, 89–92] (Table 2 in Appendix).
Four of the identified clades in the PNW isolates grouped similarly but remained
unaffiliated with any of those in the global study, implying that clades three, four, and
nine may be specifically associated with Populus in the Pacific Northwest or part of a
hypothesized “core” of C. geophilum isolate collections associated with diverse hosts but just
not represented in the sparse global samplings to date. Additionally, our analyses suggest
PNW clades 10 and particularly 11 may represent particularly divergent clonal groups or
incipient species within the PNW isolate collection, as both clades segregated strongly from
the rest of the PNW isolate collection.
A 2005 study completed on a collection of C. geophilum isolated from Browns Valley, CA
in the United States based on GAPDH, showed a total of three clades identified at greater
that 90% bootstrap support [90]. While isolates from this study collection tended to group
together in our analyses as well, the associated clades did not persist save for one nested
grouping in clade III, designated here as D2 (Fig 10 in Appendix, Supplemental Table 2.3),
which includes 23 isolates at a bootstrap support value of 98.3% and posterior probability
of 1.0.
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The identified Obase et al. clade 7 (O7) was described as the new species designated as
Pseudocenococcum floridanum gen. et sp. nov. We used this taxon as an outgroup for both
the PNW and global studies, and none of our isolates appear to be phylogenetically affiliated
with P. floridanum (Fig 10 in Appendix). The isolate sequences provided by Drs. Francis
Martin and Martina Peter generally remained unresolved in the global isolate collection
analysis with few exceptions. One such exception, clade dFP1, includes four isolates from
Switzerland and mirrors the phylogenetic relationship observed in de Freitas Pereira et al.
[92] (Fig 10 in Appendix, Supplemental Table 2.3).
Two of the newly designated clades, V16 and V17, encompass the greatest geographic
diversity in the global isolate collection analysis. The clade V16 includes 22 intercontinental
total isolates grouped into 4 strongly supported nested clades (>90% bootstrap value, 1.0
posterior probability) (Fig 10 in Appendix, Supplemental Table 2.3), and Clade V17 (>90%
bootstrap value, 1.0 posterior probability) includes cross-continental isolates from Browns
Valley, CA, US, and Florida/Georgia (Fig 10 in Appendix, Supplemental Table 2.3).
These large spatial distances across which several well-resolved clades were observed
within both the PNW and global isolate analyses highlight the need for higher resolution
genetic studies. There is a possibility that greater genetic resolution will subdivide such
groups despite spatially distinct origins to strongly group together based on origin. However,
the cryptic nature of C. geophilum also presents the possibility that these wide distribution
patterns between isolates will become more extreme as well. Either case will provide further
understanding of the patterns of speciation and genetic exchange within the C. geophilum
species complex.
2.9 Conclusions and future directions
The genetic diversity present within both local and global isolate collections of C. geophilum
isolates is striking. Our study reveals the existence of multiple cryptic clades of C. geophilum
as well as distinct phylogenetic groups from the PNW which may be uniquely associated with
P. trichocarpa, and confirms the common view of this species as a hyper-diverse group of
ectomycorrhizal fungi on both regional and global scales. Our study additionally strongly
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indicates patterns consistent with recombination within the PNW isolate collection based
on analyses performed on the GAPDH and ITS gene regions. However, to provide further
evidence as to whether this represents one global, hyper-diverse species, or a myriad of
cryptic species, a more robust analysis with greater population-level resolution across many
loci to more accurately quantify gene flow will be required. Future research could further
elucidate these regional and global relationships through the use of genotype-by-sequencing
(GBS) or restriction-associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq) approaches for rigorous de novo
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis [116]. Such approaches could help shed a
light on this ubiquitous fungal taxon which has proven historically difficult to classify both
physiologically and phylogenetically, and allow us the opportunity to delineate the individual
species which may currently be included in this greater C. geophilum species complex, or
the other mechanisms by which it may maintain such diversity.
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Chapter 3
Phylogeographic patterns across regional
isolates of the ectomycorrhizal fungus
Cenococcum geophilum differ between
genome wide restriction associated DNA
sequencing and single gene approaches
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In addition to roles detailed in chapter 1, Todd W. Pierson of the Fitzpatrick Lab at the
University of Tennessee Knoxville provided restriction-associated DNA sequencing (RADseq)
reagents and training to Jessica M. Vélez. Luz M. Serrato-Díaz assisted with RADseq
protocol optimization. Steven J. LeBreux completed genomic DNA extraction for RADseq.
Scott J. Emrich provided RADseq data training and initial analyses which were expanded
upon by Jessica M. Vélez. Jessica M. Vélez completed the full RADseq dataset analyses
and primarily wrote this chapter. Revisions were primarily completed by Christopher W.
Schadt.
3.4 Abstract
The genome of the ectomycorrhizal fungus Cenococcum geophilum has a mapped size of
178 Mbp, making this one of the largest sequenced genomes in the fungal kingdom. This
species is genetically interesting due to its broad host range and extreme phylogenetic
variation, despite its apparent asexual nature. Previous single and multi-gene phylogenies
indicate that C. geophilum may in fact represent cryptic but genetically distinct species
when comparing up to five concatenated genes but have remained inconclusive. While
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broad scale whole-genome sequencing of isolates could address this uncertainty, lower-cost
alternative methods are needed given the large genome size, global distribution, and diversity
within the species. Here we adapt and apply methods for assessment of genome-level
variation using restriction-associated DNA sequencing (RADseq) to assess species diversity
and phylogeographic patterns across 187 C. geophilum strains isolated from the Pacific
Northwest (PNW) of the United States. A total of 15 clades were strongly resolved (>80%) in
the de novo RADseq data assembly with 24% of 171 retained isolates unresolved, compared
to previous efforts which strongly resolved (>80%) 15 clades in the single gene phylogeny
with 34% of 171 isolates unresolved. A discriminant analysis of principle components
(DAPC) indicated four phylogenetic clusters, with one cluster potentially representing a
cryptic species due to both distinct grouping across multiple datasets and the phylogenetic
patterns observed within the de novo dataset phylogeny. In contrast to previous single gene
analyses, a linkage disequilibrium analysis found no strong evidence of sexual recombination
across the entire PNW isolate collection when considered as a whole but did indicate site-
and clade-specific evidence of rare recombination or hybridization events, implicating that
these regional isolates likely represent multiple diverse but cryptic species. However, even
with our rather large sampling and genome-wide RADseq dataset, it appears more isolates
and data will be required to sort out the complexity of relationships in this important group
of fungi.
3.5 Introduction
The ectomycorrhizal fungus Cenococcum geophilum has potential as a model species for
understanding plant-fungal interactions [75, 84, 174] due to its overall stress tolerance [49,
78, 79, 81, 175], simple isolation methods using multiple standard media types for new
strains [142, 143], and worldwide distribution and association with multiple genera of plants
[75, 84, 176]. However, understanding of the ecology and phylogenetics of C. geophilum
is difficult due its asexual nature, lack of morphologically distinct features, and the large
amount of genetic divergence found within the species [75, 77, 84]. The above complexities
are coupled with one of the largest known genomes in the fungal kingdom with an estimated
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size of 178 Mbp due to large numbers of transposable elements [84]. In combination these
features have led many to believe that C. geophilum is likely a species complex, representing
a multitude of phenotypically similar species which are genetically distinct [75, 77, 83, 91].
The increase in quality and efficiency of DNA sequencing technology has led to a
push to increase the total number of fungal genomes sequenced [158, 177, 178] and is
significantly expanding our understanding of fungal biology and evolution. While whole
genome sequencing can provide the highest resolution of phylogenetic relationships and allow
for robust genotype and phenotype predictions [179–182], these methods can be difficult to
implement for fungi [183, 184]. Fungi are phylogenetically complex due to several factors.
Fungi may be asexual, sexual, or a mixture of both, and a single species may have both
haplo- and diplotype chromosomes present [126, 181, 183, 184]. Additionally, species which
were traditionally classified as asexual or clonal have often been found to contain evidence
of recombination as well as hybridization with genetic approaches [86, 90, 144, 185–188].
While the cryptic nature of C. geophilum necessitates DNA sequencing in order to
properly characterize this species, whole-genome sequencing at the scales required are
prohibitive due to the large genome combined with its global distribution and cryptic
diversity. Previous studies have sequenced single genes, including most commonly the
internal transcribed spacer (ITS) gene and the protein-coding glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GPD) gene, and performed phylogenetic analyses based on single genes
or multigene concatenations [77, 89–92]. In summation, these studies characterized isolate
collections from both the western and eastern United States, Europe, and Japan, and resolved
between three to nine phylogenetic clades based on strong support (>80%) using either GPD,
ITS, or a concatenation of both genes. In Chapter 2, we determined that a newly-isolated
Pacific Northwest (PNW) collection of >200 isolates contained 15 well-supported (>80%)
phylogenetic clades based on the glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GPD) gene
and showed evidence consistent with recombination between GPD and ITS phylogenies [174].
However, analyses of these two commonly used phylogenetic markers were complicated by
insufficient phylogenetic resolution.
Collectively such studies have highlighted the broad diversity present within this
traditional taxon and within the global isolate collection and in one case the description
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of a new taxon, Pseudocenococcum floridanum [91], highlighting the need for increased
sequencing that increases the phylogenetic resolution within the C. geophilum complex.
Phylogenetic groupings identified in these previous studies might be further supported or
identified as cryptic species within the C. geophilum species complex using more robust
approaches. Furthermore, as the potential for applications of C. geophilum as a model species
increases, cost-effective and robust methods for population-level polymorphism detection
should increase our understanding of the genetic boundaries and genomic potential within
C. geophilum isolates.
Restriction-associated DNA sequencing (RADseq) methods have been used in various
animal and plant species for single nucleuotide polymorphism (SNP) detection and increased
species-level resolution of phylogenetic patterns as well as understanding of population level
gene flow [112, 117–120, 189–191], but rarely applied to fungi [112, 120, 192]. This method
has been proposed as a potential alternative to whole-genome sequencing [75, 110] at a
fraction of the cost [116, 119, 193, 194] while providing a snapshot of genetic variation across
genomes. The RADseq method also does not require prior genomic information in order to
complete downstream analyses [110], making this a powerful tool which can be used in either
de novo or reference-based sequencing data assemblies.
In order to test the viability of this process with a collection of C. geophilum isolates, the
3RAD RADseq method [116] was applied to a total of 187 of the Vélez et al. (2020) [174]
PNW strains in order alleviate previous limitations from low phylogenetic resolution within
the collection based on gene-based approaches. Because this method has rarely been applied
to fungi, we evaluated various approaches using both reference-based and de novo methods
to determine the best bioinformatic approach for analyzing these sequencing data [124]. We
additionally compare our results to the most common single gene marker (GPD) to directly
assess the improvements in the phylogenetic signal based on this new approach.
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3.6 Methods
3.6.1 Isolate Growth and DNA Extraction
C. geophilum isolates were grown on a sterile cellulose grid filter (GN Metrical 28148-813)
placed onto Modified Melin-Norkrans (MMN) media [152] composed of 3 g l−1 malt extract,
1.25 g l−1 glucose, 0.25 g l−1 (NH4)2HPO4, 0.5 g l−1 KH2PO4, 0.15 g l−1 MgSO4-7H2O,
0.05 g l−1 CaCl2, 1 mL−1 FeCl3 of 1% aqueous solution, and 10 g l−1 agar, adjusted to
7.0 pH using 1N NaOH. Genomic DNA was successfully extracted from 187 PNW isolates
representing 59 isolation sites [174] as well as the European 1.58 strain with known genome
sequence for mapping [84] and Pseudocenococcum floridanum isolate BA4b018 [91] with
the Qiagen DNeasy PowerPlant Pro Kit per manufacturer instructions. DNA was quantified
using the Invitrogen Qubit 2.0 fluorometer to confirm each extraction to ensure a minimum of
concentration and quantity of 5 ng/µL and 50 ng total for 3RAD library preparations. While
these isolates represent the majority of the original 229 member collection from our previous
study [174], unfortunately 40 isolates (17%) were lost in the intervening time between the
studies due failed growth during transfers, irrecoverable contamination by faster growing
species, or other issues.
3.6.2 Homemade Serapure (SpeedBead) preparation for 3RAD
enzymatic reaction clean-up
In order to clean up each enzymatic reaction product during the 3RAD process and
efficiently remove DNA from the mixture, we used a homemade mix known as Ser-
apure (http://baddna.uga.edu/Protocols/Speedbead_Protocol_June2016.docx) [195] pro-
duced from a mixture of Sera-mag SpeedBeads (Fisher 09-981-123) within a PEG/NaCl
buffer. The stock TE solution was mixed in a 50 mL conical tube using sterilized stocks of
500 µM 1M Tris pH 8, 100 µM 0.5M EDTA, and deionized water to fill up to the 50 mL
mark. The Sera-mag bead solution was mixed using a vortex and 1 mL transferred to a 1.5
mL tube. The 1.5 mL tube was placed in a magnetic stand and the supernatant removed
with a 1000 mL pipette. To rinse the SpeedBeads, 1 mL TE was added and the solution
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vortexed for 1 min, then the tube placed back in a magnetic stand and the supernatant
removed. This process was repeated once more, then 1 mL TE was added and the solution
vortexed for 1 min to fully resuspend the SpeedBeads. An additional solution was mixed in
a sterile 50 mL conical tube using 9 g PEG-8000, 10 mL 5M NaCl, 500 µL 1M Tris-HCl, 100
µL 0.5M EDTA, and deionized water up to the 49 mL mark. This solution was mixed until
the PEG went into the solution (5 min), then 27.5 µL Tween 20 was added and the solution
gently mixed. The 1 mL SpeedBead mix was added and this solution gently mixed until
brown. The 50 mL conical tube was wrapped in aluminum foil in order to prevent exposure
to light, and aliquots were removed and placed in 1.5 mL tubes as needed for reactions.
In order to test the Serapure mix, 2 µL of the Fermentas 50 bp GeneRuler (Fisher
FERSM0371) was mixed with 18 µL of deionized water and mixed with 1 volume of the
Serapure solution, incubated at 20oC for 5 min, then placed on a magnet stand. The
supernatant was removed using a 1000 µL pipette, then the SpeedBeads rinsed with 500 µL
freshly made 70% EtOH twice. A sterilized toothpick was used to absorb remaining 70%
EtOH from the tube, then 20 µL deionized water was added to rehydrate the SpeedBeads.
The solution was once again placed on a magnet stand and the supernatant removed with a
200 µL pipette and transferred to a new 1.5 mL tube. This was mixed with 1 µL of loading
dye and electrophoresed in 1.5% agarose for 60 min at 100 V. The resulting gel image was
manually analyzed to ensure that bp fragments in the desired range of 550 bp were captured
by the Serapure mixture.
3.6.3 Optimization of the 3RAD protocol for C. geophilum
The 3RAD technique described by Bayona-Vásquez et al. (2019) [116] was optimized for
these fungi using the C. geophilum 1.58 reference isolate. We first tested both 5 and 10 µL
undigested genomic DNA with the three restriction enzymes to be used for 3RAD: 1.0 µL
ClaI (NEB R0197S), 0.5 µL BamHI-HF (NEB R3136S), and 0.5µL MspI (NED R0106S).
Once a smear of DNA was confirmed, indicating that the restriction enzymes were able to
cut C. geophilum gDNA, we normalized the quantity of gDNA present in the initial 3RAD
digest reaction to either 50 or 100 ng. All three restriction enzymes were combined with
50 or 100 ng 1.58 gDNA and ClaI and BamHI-HF i5 and i7 internal adapters, which were
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provided by the Fitzpatrick Laboratory (http://web.utk.edu/ bfitzpa1/) of the University of
Tennessee Knoxville (UTK). The samples were incubated at 37o for 1 hour, then immediately
combined with a ligation mix consisting of 2 µL deionized water, 1.5 µL ATP, 0.5 µL 10x
ligase buffer (provided with T4 DNA ligase), and 1.0 µL T4 DNA ligase (NEB M0202S).
Ligation was completed using a thermocycler and the following conditions: 2 rounds of
22o for 20 min and 37o for 10 min followed by 80o for 10 min. Two volumes of Serapure
were added to the reaction and incubated at 20o for 10 minutes. The reaction was set
into a magnet tray and the supernatant removed with a 200 µL pipette, then rinsed with
freshly made 180% EtOH which was immediately removed. A sterilized toothpick was used
to remove remaining 180% EtOH from the bottom of the tube while carefully avoiding the
Serapure beads, which were then resuspended in 20 µL TE.
Next, 10 µL of the ligation product was added to the Kapa HiFi PCR (Fisher KK2502)
mix including: 5 µL Kapa HiFi Buffer, 0.75 µL dNTPs, 8,75 µL deionized water, 0.5 µL
Kapa HiFi DNA Polymerase, and 2.5 µL i5 and i7 primer from iTru5 96-4 and iTru7
96-1 plates purchased from the Environmental Health Science (EHS) DNA laboratory
at the University of Georgia ((https://baddna.uga.edu/services.html). Full primer and
adapter sequences may be found on the EHS DNA laboratory Adapterama Protocols
site (https://baddna.uga.edu/protocols.html). Adapter-ligated DNA was amplified in a
thermocycler with the following thermal profile: 95o for 2 min; 98o for 20 sec, 60o for 15
sec, 72o for 30 sec for 16-25 cycles; 72o for 5 min. These cycles were repeated for all strains
and final PCR products were combined to ensure a stock solution total of at least 5 ng
DNA/µL. Successful 3RAD amplification was indicated when a smear was observed after
the final 3RAD PCR amplification step using gel electrophoresis concentrated in the 300 to
600 bp range. Approximately 50 ng was found to be the optimal starting amount of fungal
gDNA for 3RAD.
The thus optimized Adapterama 3RAD protocol was applied across the entire PNW
isolated collection. Each isolate PCR amplification product was cleaned using Serapure and
resuspended in 25 µL TE and a library pool was created by normalizing each isolate DNA
quantity to 55 ng DNA in a single 1.5 mL tube, which was then cleaned using 2 volumes
Serapure, 3 volumes of freshly made 80% EtOH, and resuspended in 60 µL for size selection.
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Automated gel extraction for approx. 550 bp fragment sizes was completed using a Pippin
Prep at the UT Knoxville Genomic Core facility. The final pool was cleaned using 1 volume
Serapure, quantified using the Qubit dsDNA HS reagent and buffer, and sent for sequencing
at the Georgia Genomics and Bioinformatics Core https://dna.uga.edu/. The PNW pooled
library was combined and balanced with libraries from other studies to achieve a desired
theoretical sequence depth of 500X and sequenced using an Illumina NovaSeq S4 at Hudson
Alpha using the HiSeq X PE 300 cycles kit.
3.6.4 RADseq data demultiplexing and quality filtering
Raw sequence data were demultiplexed according to their Adapterama barcodes within
the ipyrad package v .0.7.21 [130] on the UTK Advanced Computing Facility cluster
https://www.jics.utk.edu/acf. All forward sequence reads were deposited to the NCBI Short
Read Archive (SRA, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/) under Bioproject accession number
PRJNA668013 (Supplemental Table 1). Data were then transferred to the UTK Helix cluster
(Intel Xeon Silver 4116 X4) and trimmed and quality filtered using Trimmomatic v. 0.30
[196]. Sequences were trimmed with minimum thresholds of 60 bp in length and a minimum
quality score per base of 15 with phred33 scoring.
3.6.5 Reference-based and de novo downstream assembly of se-
quences
For the reference-based assembly forward sequences were aligned using bwa (alignment
via Burrows-Wheeler transformation) v. 0.5.9-r16 [197] and converted to SAM files,
which were sorted and aligned to the Cenococcum geophilum 1.58 reference genome v.
2 https://mycocosm.jgi.doe.gov/Cenge3/Cenge3.home.html [84] using SAMtools v. 0.1.18
[198]. The generated binary variant call format (BCF) were then converted to variant call
format (VCF) using BCFtools v. 0.1.17-dev [199] and further quality filtering was completed
using VCFtools v. 0.1.16 [200] for a minimum read count of 3, a maximum missing data
count of 50%, and a minimum quality score of 30. A cutoff of 5% minimum depth per site
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coverage was applied to the sequenced isolates, and those with less were filtered out of the
analysis.
For the de novo assembly, forward read RADseq data was assembled using the default
settings of the Stacks 2 denovo_map.pl pipeline [131–133, 201] in the Galaxy GenOuest
Bioinformatics Platform (https://galaxy.genouest.org/) [202] with a population map indi-
cating the region of origin of the isolate as Switzerland (isolate 1.58), Florida/Georgia
(Pseudocenococcum floridanum), or PNW (187 isolates from Oregon and Washington in
the USA). The generated VCF was processed using VCFtools with the same parameters as
the reference-based assembly except that a minimum depth per site cutoff of 10% was used
rather than 5%.
3.6.6 Clustering and phylogenetic analyses
A discriminant analysis of principle components (DAPC), which first transforms the data
using a principle components analysis (PCA) and then uses retained PCA components to
identify phylogenetic clusters [203], was completed on both the reference-based and de novo
VCF files using the vcfR package [204] in the R statistical analysis software v. 3.6.2 [156]. A
RAxML phylogeny using 1000 bootstrap replicates was generated for both VCF files using
the adegenet v. 2.1.3 R package [205]. Phylogenies were directly compared between both
datasets and against a single gene GPD analysis, and phylogenetic clades were assigned
based on bootstrapping support of >80%. The RAxML phylogenies were deposited into the
TreeBASE database (http://purl.org/phylo/treebase/phylows/study/TB2:S27050?x-access-
code=e387164e9f75d539489421c346b5274d&format=html).
The isolates were mapped to their original source of isolation and the clusters represented
per isolation site were indicated using GenGIS v. 2.5.3 for both the de novo and reference-
based RADseq assembly data sets.
3.6.7 Single gene phylogeny and comparison to de novo assembly
A RAxML phylogeny was generated using only the isolates retained in the de novo assembly
in order to directly compare phylogenetic resolution between a single gene (GPD) and the de
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novo assembly. A GPD PNW alignment was created using Geneious v. 10.2.3 [155]. A best
fit analysis was run and a RAxML tree was constructed per the indicated best fit parameters
with 1000 bootstraps using the MEGA X software [160].
3.6.8 Linkage disequilibrium analyses
In order to determine whether the PNW isolate collection represents a predominantly clonal
or sexually reproducing population of C. geophilum, the de novo assembly was converted to
a genind object using R package vcfR v.1.10.0 [204]. In addition, all clusters, well supported
clades, and original sites of collections isolations with at least three isolates were extracted
from the full dataset and analyzed separately. The Index of Association (IA) was calculated
using 1000 permutations in the poppr v. 2.8.5 package [206, 207] and visualized in the R
statistical software on the Oak Ridge National Laboratory CADES computational cluster.
3.7 Results
The reference-based assembly of the PNW isolate collection represents a less conservative
data set with >18,000 SNPs but fewer isolates (112), while the de novo assembly represents
a more conservative data set with 1,670 SNPs but more isolates (171). Additionally, the
reference-based assembly had lower read depth (minimum of 250 – 5%) compared to the de
novo assembly (minimum of 1500 – 10%). Likely, the difference of 18,000 SNPs determined
for the 5% cutoff VCF are due to genomic repeat regions [208] as well as high genetic
divergence between the PNW isolates and the 1.58 European reference strain.
The reference-based assembly retained isolates from 45 out of 59 sites, while the de
novo assembly retained isolates from 52 out of 59 sites. Neither assembly retained the
Pseudocenococcum floridanum isolate BA4b018 due to insufficient read depth. The de novo
and reference-based assemblies also differed in strengths in phylogenetic signal within the
PNW population (Fig 11 in Appendix). The de novo assembly strongly resolved (>80%
support) 76% of the retained 171 isolates into 15 clades, while the reference-based assembly
only resolved 42% of the retained 112 isolates into 8 clades (Fig). There was also additional
strongly supported sub-structure within the de novo clades, particularly clades RDN6 and
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RDN9, which represent the majority of the resolved isolates-12 in Appendix). Comparatively,
the single gene phylogeny strongly resolved (>80%) 15 clades and 66% of 171 isolates (Fig
13 in Appendix). The higher number of retained isolates and sites, combined with stronger
phylogenetic signal, led us to only consider the de novo assembly in downstream analyses.
3.7.1 Phylogeographic patterns and distribution in the Pacific
Northwest
Four phylogenetic clusters were identified based on a DAPC analysis of the de novo VCF
file, with 2 clusters containing 34 isolates, one containing 47 isolates, and one containing 55
isolates. The defined clusters spanned the entire geographic region sampled in both data
sets with no noticeable patterns of segregation relating to latitude between or within the
4 clusters (Fig 14 in Appendix). While no population overlap was seen within individual
isolates (data not shown), many individual isolation sites contained more than one cluster
within the isolates derived from same soil samples from a particular site, a pattern which
occurred in sites with both small and large numbers of derived isolates (Fig 14 in Appendix).
3.7.2 Single gene (GPD) and RADseq de novo (RDN) phylogenetic
comparison
Ten clades were strongly resolved at >80% bootstrap support based on the GPD gene (Fig
12 in Appendix). A total of 34% of the PNW isolates included were unresolved. The two
largest clades representing the greatest spatial and riverbed diversity are GPD3 and GPD6
(Fig 12 in Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix). The GPD3 clade includes 29 PNW isolates from
sites along the Sandy, Skykomish, White, and Willamette Rivers as well as Lake Whatcom
(Fig 12 in Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix). The GPD6 clade includes 31 PNW isolates from
sites along the Lewis, Puyallup, Sandy, Skykomish, Nisqually, White, and Toutle Rivers, in
addition to isolate POR1_10.3 from a site along the Santiam river (Fig 12 in Appendix,
Table 3 in Appendix). The 1.58 reference strain was unresolved in the GPD phylogeny (Fig
12 in Appendix).
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The de novo assembly produced fifteen strongly resolved (>80%) clades with significantly
increased resolution within the larger clades (Fig 12 in Appendix). The largest clade, RDN9,
includes 44 PNW isolates from sites along the Columbia, Lewis, Puyallup, Sandy, Skykomish,
Nisqually, White, and Toutle rivers, in addition to isolate POR1_10.3 from a site along the
Santiam river (Fig 12 in Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix). The second largest clade, RDN1,
includes 34 PNW isolates ranging sites of isolation along the Willamette, White, and Sandy
rivers as well as Lake Whatcom (Fig 12 in Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix). Clade RDN1
also includes the 1.58 reference strain, indicating that these isolates may be more closely
related to the Swedish reference strain based on additional genetic information (Fig 12 in
Appendix).
While de novo assembly clusters 3 and 4 are composed of PNW isolates from multiple
clades as well as unresolved isolates, clusters 1 and 2 are predominantly composed of a single
de novo clade (Fig 14 in Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix). Cluster one is entirely composed
of 35 isolates from clade RDN9 ranging sites of isolation along the Lewis, Nisqually, Santiam,
Puyallup, Skykomish, Toutle, and White rivers (Fig 14 in Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix).
Similarly, cluster 2 includes 33 of the RDN1 isolates with the sole exception of WI_102.10,
which is included in phylogenetic cluster 3 (Fig 14 in Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix).
Overall, there is a negative correlation (r = -0.45, p < 0.05) between the de novo clade
(RDN) and the clade assigned based on the GPD gene. However, when clades GPD3
and GPD6 are examined separately from the remaining GPD phylogeny there is a positive
correlation (r = 0.85, p < 0.05) between the de novo assigned clade and the clade assigned
based on the GPD gene. There was a slightly positive correlation between the de novo
clade and phylogenetic cluster (r = 0.19, p < 0.05), as well as a slightly positive correlation
between the latitude of the original isolation site and the de novo phylogenetic cluster (r
= 0.30, p < 0.05) (Fig 14 in Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix). The strongest correlation
was observed between de novo strongly supported (>80%) clades as a whole and the GPD
strongly supported (>80%) clades as a whole (r = 0.66, p < 0.05).
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3.7.3 Linkage disequilibrium within the PNW isolate collection
We found significant support for allele linkage across loci in the overall de novo assembly
with the observed r̄d falling outside of the expected distribution with no allelic linkage
(r̄d = 0.0376, p < 0.001), strongly indicating predominantly clonal rather than sexual
reproduction across the entire collection of PNW isolates when considered as a whole (Fig
15A in Appendix). However, when individual de novo assembly clades, individual rivershed
sites of origin, and individual isolation sites with at least three isolates were analyzed
separately, only the observed r̄d of clade RDN5 (N=4 members) fell within the expected
distribution associated with no allelic linkage (r̄d = 0.274, p < 0.01) (Fig 15B in Appendix).
Additionally, when analyses were further partitioned by geographic origin, the Snohomish
rivershed isolate collection (N=4) fell within the expected distribution, however the results
were not significant (r̄d = 0.149, p = 0.07) (Fig 15C in Appendix). The r̄d of the isolates
obtained from Snohomish river site six (SN6) (N=3) also fell within the expected distribution
(r̄d = 0.0885, p < 0.05) (Fig 15D in Appendix) to indicate no allelic linkage. Similarly, the
observed r̄d of the total White River population (N = 36) fell outside of the expected
distribution, (r̄d = 0.161, p < 0.001), while isolates obtained from White River site four
(WH4, N = 3) fell within the expected distribution (r̄d = 0.0624, p < 0.01) (Fig 15E-F in
Appendix).
3.8 Discussion
3.8.1 Viability of RADseq usage for phylogenetic analysis in fungal
studies
The RADseq technique has rarely been applied to fungal species to date [112, 120, 192].
We found that, with optimization, this technique provides a low-cost alternative to whole-
genome sequencing, particularly in phylogenetically complex species such as Cenococcum
geophilum. The modified 3RAD technique used here provided a semi-random selection
of genetic variation across the genome of C. geophilum, accounting for approx. 1% total
genomic coverage. Despite this seemingly low coverage, stronger phylogenetic signal was
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observed in the de novo assembly as compared to the single gene GPD phylogeny. Strikingly,
the reference-based assembly produced fewer strongly supported (>80%) clades and fewer
phylogenetic signals within the phylogeny, which may reflect the high repeated sequence
content due to the presence of transposable elements within the C. geophilum genome
[84]. While these repeats increase difficulty compared to more traditional single-gene
or concatenated multi-gene sequencing applications [75], the ability to complete both a
reference-based assembly using a published genome as well as a de novo assembly without
relying upon a previously published genome mitigates the risk of phylogenetic signal loss
making this an exciting potential technique for use with a myriad of unsequenced fungal
species.
3.8.2 Phylogenetic structure within the Pacific Northwest isolate
collection
Overall, we found that the de novo RADseq assembly methodology provided more robust
phylogenetic signal and further supported the presence of cryptic species boundaries within
our isolate collection. A total of 15 clades were strongly resolved (>80%) in the de novo
RADseq data assembly with 24% of 171 retained isolates unresolved, compared to 10 strongly
resolved (>80%) clades in the single gene phylogeny with 34% of 171 isolates unresolved,
and 8 strongly resolved (>80%) clades in the reference-based RADseq data assembly with
58% of 112 retained isolates unresolved (Fig 11-13 in Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix).
Additionally, we found four phylogenetic clusters, with at least one cluster potentially
representing a cryptic species due to both consistent grouping across multiple datasets,
consistent phylogenetic clustering in previous studies [174] and the current study, and
phylogenetic patterns observed within the de novo dataset phylogeny (Fig 14 in Appendix,
Table 3 in Appendix). The de novo phylogenetic clusters had no noticeable patterns of
segregation relating to latitude and ranged across the entire geographic region sampled (Fig
14 in Appendix). While no phylogenetic cluster overlap was seen within individual isolates
(data not shown), many PNW isolation sites contained more than one cluster within the
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isolates derived from same soil samples from a particular site, a pattern which occurred in
sites with both small and large numbers of derived isolates (Fig 14 in Appendix).
When we calculated the Index of Association (Ia) for both the reference-based and de
novo assemblies, we found no strong evidence of sexual recombination within the PNW
isolate collection as a whole (Fig 15 in Appendix). Deeper Ia analyses of site-specific
isolate collections as well as strongly supported (>80%) de novo clades revealed evidence
of recombination, indicating a clonal population with hybridization patterns and some
local-level sexual recombination (Fig 15 in Appendix). Additional genome-wide association
studies (GWAS) studies can now be performed with these data in order to map measurable
phenotypic traits to genomic information and further determine whether phenotypic traits
are correlated to specific groupings within the PNW population.
We observed further evidence of extreme phylogenetic diversity within the PNW
Cenococcum geophilum isolate collection based on the de novo assembly of the genome-wide
RADseq analyses. The de novo RADseq data assembly (RDN) resolved 15 well-supported
clades (>80%) compared to 10 well-supported clades in a single gene (GPD) phylogeny and
featured greater sub-structure and support (Fig 12 in Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix). Upon
further investigation, there was some evidence of recombination at specific local-level sites
and within one de novo clade, possibly implicating a collection of clonal groups with possible
recombination occurring between isolates of sub-groups within the collection originating in
close geographic proximity (Fig 15A-F in Appendix).
3.8.3 Single gene compared to RADseq de novo phylogenetic
approaches
Our previous efforts had applied phylogenetic analyses of the ITS region GPD gene across
this largely same population of isolates. Incongruence patterns and comparison of the
ITS and GPD phylogenies had also suggested recombination may be occurring within the
population. However, there is much congruence to be noted between the de novo RADseq
analyses and the GPD single gene phylogeny, especially in the larger, more common and well
supported groups. In general however, the RADseq based approach provided more support
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for understanding the identity of previously unresolved isolates, the relationships between
groups, and the structure of their fine scale differentiation within groups. When a direct
comparison between the approaches is made, isolates with data from both approaches may
show similar patterns. For example, apart from isolate WH2_54.10, all the PNW isolates
that grouped into clade GPD6 are also grouped into clade RDN9 with strong support (81.1%)
(Fig 12 in Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix). Similarly, 24 of the 29 total GPD3 isolates are
grouped into the strongly supported clade RDN1 (99.4%) in the de novo analyses, and an
additional six isolates which were unresolved based on the single gene phylogeny are also
grouped into the new clade RDN1 (Fig 12 in Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix). Additionally,
clade GPD6 is predominantly assigned to DAPC cluster 1 with few exceptions (Fig 14 in
Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix).
Interestingly, we also observed that reference strain 1.58 resolved into clade RDN1,
although on a very long branch, and grouped into DAPC cluster 2. This may imply that
this strain is closely related to the PNW isolates of clade RDN1 despite an origin located in
Switzerland (Fig 12 in Appendix, Table 3 in Appendix). However due to the large number
of differences with other isolates in this group and the lack of additional European isolates
for comparison, this may be artifactual due to long branch attraction or similar phenomena.
3.8.4 Evidence for clonality and recombination in the PNW isolate
collection
The widespread dispersal of many fungal species has led to the development of asexual clonal
populations, which are thought to account for approximately 20% of total known fungi [144,
188, 209]. While C. geophilum is often referred to as an asexual species complex, evidence of
sexual recombination has been detected in multiple studies based on single genes or multigene
alignments [76, 83, 84, 86, 174]. A pattern of sexual recombination is hypothesized to indicate
the origin of a eukaryotic population, whereas a clonal eukaryotic population may display
patterns of hybridization and diversification [20, 144, 185, 210–212]. One such example
determined that the global origin of the plant pathogen Phytophthora infestans was located
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within central Mexico due to the inference of sexual reproduction within the Mexican isolates
[210].
Overall, our data suggests a predominantly clonal rather than sexually recombining
population of C. geophilum (Fig 15A in Appendix). However, within such a diverse collection
of potentially cryptic species, it is possible that such analyses may be blurred. For example a
prior study by Douhan et al. (2007a) [86] determined that when sub-clades were considered
separately in analyses from the full population set, patterns of recombination could be
detected within the clades as might be expected when cryptic species boundaries may exist.
When we analyzed each collection of isolates based on either site of origin, rivershed of
origin, or de novo clade membership, we indeed found potential evidence for recombination
(Fig 15A-F in Appendix). For example, the small group of clade RDN5 isolates (n=4)
have origins at a site on the Nooksack River as well as a site relatively nearby (15km) at
the Whatcom Creek outflow of Lake Whatcom (Fig 15B in Appendix). Additionally, when
considered on a site level there was evidence for recombination within isolates originating
from site SN6 on the Snohomish and within site WH4 on the White River (Fig 15B, D, F
in Appendix). In comparison, when analyzed as whole the full PNW isolate collection did
not indicate a pattern consistent with recombination (Fig 15A) in Appendix, nor did the
combined Snohomish and White River sites respectively (Fig 15C, E in Appendix).
Such hyperlocal and restricted evidence of recombination might be consistent with
an expected pattern for a geographically narrow cryptic species with limited sexual
reproduction. Alternatively however, an absence or rarity of population-level sexual
recombination could be indicative of hybridization events followed by diversification within
the local populations [20, 185–188, 213, 214]. Other examples such as the large widespread
clade RDN1 may indicate potential local-level adaptation (Fig 12). While evidence of
recombination was not found through a linkage disequilibrium analysis for the overall RDN1
clade, there are clear patterns of sub-group segregation between site-specific isolates from
Willamette River site WI1 (95.8%), White River site WH5 (98.6%), and Willamette River
site WI7 (90.5%) (Fig 12 in Appendix). Clade RDN9 also contains a sub-group composed
only of six Toutle River site TO3 isolates (100%), and another sub-group consisting only
of five isolates from Lewis River site ParPoint (100%) segregated from four isolates from
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Columbia River site POR4 (100% and 99.8%) (Fig 12 in Appendix). Such patterns are
consistent with expectations of local population genetic drift or adaptation within a species,
and suggestive of cryptic species boundaries between such groups (RDN1 vs RDN9).
Another possible explanation for the absence of evidence for population-level sexual
recombination lies within a possible limitation of the RADseq technique itself as restriction
enzyme sites are not uniformly and randomly distributed throughout the genome [215, 216].
Recombination will most often occur in “hot spots” across the genome, leading to non-
universal linkage disequilibrium across the entire genome [215, 216], which may have
decreased the number of recombination hot spots captured in this dataset. While this
possibility is worth mentioning due to the potential impact on our results, there is some
disagreement about the frequency and severity of these issues when using RADseq data
[115].
3.9 Conclusions
The application of genome-wide phylogenomic information overall shows that our large
Pacific Northwest collection of this important ECM fungus Cenococcum geophilum is highly
diverse. These approaches show when considered overall there initially appears to be little
evidence of gene flow. However, when considered on a group specific basis and/or local
rivershed or site basis, we can observe potential signals consistent with recombination events.
Taken together these patterns are what would be expected given potentially cryptic species
barriers and with infrequent, low-level, recombination or hybridization events. It is clear
however that even with 187 isolates in our analyses, we are likely under-sampling the diversity
in this group of fungi, making conclusive inferences difficult. Further isolate representatives
and data at regional, watershed and site levels may provide a more conclusive picture of
these patterns. Additional studies which incorporate the Pacific Northwest RADseq data in
conjunction with previously characterized isolates from the global C. geophilum collection
could also further support both the patterns observed within the PNW population and help
us to understand these intriguing fungi more broadly. Future research directions for these
systems and techniques could include genome-wide association studies using such data to
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Responses of Cenococcum geophilum to
heavy metals and identification of
associated genomic markers
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4.4 Abstract
The growth of agriculture has caused the demand for arable lands to rise globally, but a
significant portion of otherwise promising land is contaminated with heavy metal substrates.
Biofuel crops have the potential to aid in remediating soils and allow agricultural development
of these lands. While some biofuel crops such as Populus are generally tolerant of heavy metal
contaminants, this tolerance may be further improved with the introduction of a microbial
associate such as the ectomycorrhizal fungus Cenococcum geophilum as it is generally tolerant
of heavy metals. Here we measured the radial growth rates of 56 C. geophilum isolates
including 55 collected from the United States Pacific Northwest (PNW) in the presence of
six metals in toxic concentrations: the heavy metals copper (Cu), cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb),
strontium (Sr), and zinc (Zn), with sodium (Na) serving as a non-heavy metal comparative
treatment. The average radial growth across all of the heavy metal treatments except Sr
was significantly decreased (p < 0.05) in comparison to the control condition, with the
presence of Sr having no significant effect (p > 0.05) on 54 of the isolates and significantly
increasing (p < 0.05) average radial growth for two isolates when compared to the control
condition. Association mapping to determine potential gene markers was completed using
either a reference-based or de novo RADseq data assembly to map associations of metals
tolerance (> 1 cm average radial growth in 70 days) back to regions of the C. geophilum
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genome. Twenty significant associations were found in the presence of Cd (p < 0.05), which
had the strongest effect on growth, whereas none of the other individual metals effects on
growth showed significant genomic associations. Cadmium growth associations with strong
isolate growth (approx. 2 cm in 70 days) in the presence of Cd but not Cu or Zn included
two potential markers for unique single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) linked to proteins
glucooligosaccharide oxidase and fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase. Of the 20 significant markers,
two SNPs were associated with iron ion binding proteins (p = 0.02), at least five were
associated with metabolic functions including nucleic transcription and translation, and one
was associated with carbohydrate membrane transport. Collectively our results show that
RADseq based association mapping can be used to identify rapidly candidate isolates with
heavy metal tolerance for further investigation and development of agricultural applications.
4.5 Introduction
The growth of the agricultural industry during the 20th century has drastically increased
the demand for arable lands [1]. More efficient farming combined with population growth
have put significant pressures on land use to ensure the economic security of developed and
developing nations [4]. This increased demand and economic dependency shines a light on
current limitations of available lands. Among current limitations for agricultural growth is
land contaminated with organic and inorganic substances [9, 13], with a significant portion
containing severe heavy metal contamination within the soil [6, 8–10]. Approximately 1.73
million hectares of closed landfills, abandoned mining lands and other areas are closed to
future development due to contamination in the United States alone [7] and there has
been growing interest in bio- and phytoremediation strategies to bring these lands back
into agricultural production in the United States and worldwide [13, 217–220] (Fig 2 in
Appendix).
Biofuel crops such as Populus spp. trees are of particular interest for reforestation,
phytoremediation, and recovery of contaminated sites due to their fast growth [22, 140]
and overall hardiness in the presence of heavy metal contaminants [24, 29], and processing
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of harvested biomass through pyrolysis leads to negligible heavy metal contaminant carry-
over [16, 33, 35] as heavy metal contaminants are captured within the char byproduct [33,
35], which represents only 10% of the total yield from the pyrolysis of biomass (Fig 4 in
Appendix).
Biofuel crops serve as host to a diverse community of microbes including fungi which
are capable of metabolizing and/or immobilizing soil compounds which the plant cannot
[2, 52–54, 209, 221–225]. Previous studies have sought to aid growth and increase the
general tolerance of heavy metal contaminants by biofuel crops through microbial community
manipulations [37–39]. These manipulations could increase biofuel crop tolerance of
otherwise toxic soil conditions [38, 43], encouraging the agricultural development of these
lands using biofuel crops. Specifically, fungal-plant symbioses may increase the ability of a
biofuel crop to thrive in soils containing high heavy metal concentrations. Some mycorrhizal
fungi directly interact with heavy metal contaminants within the soil [37, 39], and a variety
of fungal isolates from biofuel crop roots have previously been shown to have increased
resistance to heavy metal contaminants [16, 55, 73, 224–226].
The fungal species Cenococcum geophilum is a ubiquitously distributed ectomycorrhizal
fungus that has been positively associated with plant health, growth, and increased
contaminant resistance [49, 74]. This versatile fungus is known to associate with both
angiosperm and gymnosperm tree species across 40 genera, representing over 200 total tree
species [77], and is generally tolerant of high salinity [78], water stress conditions [79], and
extreme heavy metal contamination [46]. This wide-ranging resistance to stress conditions
in a soil environment is often attributed to a high melanin content and complex cell wall
structure [78, 79, 81, 82], which is also thought to play a role in increased resistance to heavy
metal contaminants [39, 45, 81].
A full genome of a representative C. geophilum isolate was first reported in 2016, and was
mapped at approximately 178 Mbp [84], making this one of the largest known fungal genomes.
This extreme size is attributed to repeated sequences throughout the genome composed
primarily of transposable elements [84], a reality which increases the difficulty of additional
wider-scale sequencing applications [75]. Further complications arise due to the wide genetic
and phenotypic variation of fungi within the C. geophilum taxonomic definition, indicating
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it may be a complex of related species [75, 77, 84, 87, 90] and necessitating thorough genetic
characterizations to investigate the population structure of any given collection. Combined
these complexities suggest the need for broad scale sequencing approaches in C. geophilum
which could provide robust de novo polymorphism detection across diverse populations of
isolates for a fraction of the cost of whole genome sequencing.
The restriction-associated DNA sequencing technique (RADseq) provides a cost-efficient
opportunity to characterize variation across the genome of C. geophilum [116, 119, 123,
227]. This technique was previously applied to a subset of a newly isolated collection of
C. geophilum from the Pacific Northwest region (PNW) to undertand the broader patterns
of biogeographical variation within this species complex, where de novo assembly provided
the more robust phylogenetic analyses (Chapter 2). Fungal heavy metal resistance has been
shown to vary across species [37, 46, 55], as well as across individual species isolates and
phylogenetic groups [228–230].
In this chapter, we therefore explore the use of such datasets for genome-wide association
mapping in order to determine if particular SNPs detected with the C. geophilum isolate
collection are associated with growth in association with a variety of heavy metals. In order
to determine which PNW isolates are the most and least susceptible to heavy metals, a
phylogenetically representative collection of 50+ C. geophilum isolates were screened against
a panel of common heavy metal contaminants including cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb), copper
(Cu), strontium (Sr), and zinc (Zn) as well as the non-heavy metal sodium (Na) and controls
without added metals. Radial growth was measured to determine which PNW isolates
displayed the greatest heavy metal tolerance as defined by an average radial growth >
1 cm at 70 days under each condition. These traits were then mapped back to the C.
geophilum genome using both a reference-based and de novo RADseq data assembly to 1)
compare the success of using either assembly in order to determine pros and cons of each
when investigating C. geophilum using RADseq data; and 2) to detect particular SNPs
associated with particular phenotypes. Our comparisons led to the conclusion that only
the de novo assembly yielded significant associations with a total of 20 significant SNP
markers detected in the Cd treatment. The majority of the identified proteins are involved
in metabolic processes including protein transport, nucleic transcription and translation, and
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heme binding. We additionally found that strains with contrasting growth patterns in which
they grew well (approx. 2 cm in 70 days) in the presence of Cd but not in the presence
of Zn and Cu contained two unique SNPs associated with proteins involved in metal ion
binding that have been associated with increased heavy metal resistance in other fungal and
bacterial species, although these associations were not significant in either the Zn or Cu
treatments, suggesting there may be trade-offs in the effects of these genetic changes under
different conditions.
4.6 Methods
4.6.1 Growth assay development and strain selection
The reference strain 1.58 was used in an initial growth assay to determine the optimal
parts per million (ppm) for cadmium (Cd), copper (Cu), lead (Pb), strontium (Sr), sodium
(Na), and zinc (Zn) where noted growth inhibition occurred but without complete inhibition
or death. C. geophilum 1.58 was grown on Modified Melin-Norkrans (MMN) media [152]
composed of 3 g l−1 malt extract, 1.25 g l−1 glucose, 0.25 g l−1 (NH4)2HPO4, 0.5 g l−1
KH2PO4, 0.15 g l−1 MgSO4-7H2O, 0.05 g l−1 CaCl2, 1 mL−1 FeCl3 of 1% aqueous solution,
and 10 g l−1 agar, adjusted to 7.0 pH using 1N NaOH. All heavy metals were tested separately
as additives to the MMN media using the following concentrations: 100, 50, 25, and 15 ppm.
Cadmium was additionally tested at 10, 5, 1, and 0.5 ppm. Based on results, all metals
except for Cd were screened at 25 ppm concentration in the final assay, with Cd at 0.5 ppm.
Representative strains were down selected from the approximately 200 isolates in the PNW
collection with an effort to maximize geographic and phylogenetic diversity as determined
in Chapter 2 [174]. Selections were made in a manner to ensure inclusion of representative
isolates from each rivershed and each overall phylogenetic clade, and a total of 55 PNW
isolates were ultimately included in the growth experiments along with the reference 1.58
isolate (Table 4 in Appendix).
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4.6.2 Radial growth rate assay using 4 quadrant plates
Once sufficient fungal material was present for each isolate, a sterilized metal cork borer
was used to extract a five mm plug which was centered and quartered in a Fisherbrand
compartmentalized Petri dish (FB087582) to test four conditions simultaneously. Each Petri
dish held three heavy metal conditions and a control for direct visual comparison across
conditions in the following two groupings: 1) Cu, Sr, Zn, control, and 2) Pb, Cd, Na, control.
Each grouping had five replicates per isolate, leading to ten total plates per isolate. Radial
growth was measured from the center to the furthermost hyphal tip in millimeters using
a Bel-Art SP Scienceware Dial-Type caliper (Fisher 12-122) every two weeks and marked
with an extra fine metallic silver oil-based Sharpie. Growth was measured for up to 70 days
or until any conditionof the four conditions on the plate reached the edge of the Petri dish
quadrant, after which the plate was stored at 4oC to halt further growth until harvest of
biomass for later analyses.
4.6.3 Statistical analyses of radial growth
Amultivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed using R Statistical Software v.
4.0.2 [156] to determine whether the presence of a heavy metal within each growth treatment
significantly impacted radial growth after 70 days of consecutive growth. Additionally,
Tukey’s Significantly Different (TSD) test was performed using R to determine whether the
presence of each heavy metal significantly impacted radial growth of C. geophilum isolates
across all treatments for the same growth period.
4.6.4 Determination of significant phenotype-associated SNPs
DNA extraction and RADseq dataset analyses and were completed as detailed in Chapter
2. A phenotype file was created indicating if the average radial growth for each respective
isolate in each growth treatment was > 1 cm radial diameter at 70 days of growth with
“1” indicating yes and “2” indicating no. This phenotype file was correlated using the Firth
logistic regression [231] to the reference-based and de novo assemblies using PLINK v.2
(www.cog-genomics.org/plink/2.0/) [232, 233]. Multiple testing corrections were completed
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on the SNPs yielded using PLINK v.2, and the Benjamini-Hochberg False Discovery Rate
Adjustment [234, 235] was used to determine significance (p < 0.05). Manhattan plots
were generated for each phenotype using the qqman v. 0.1.4 package [236] in R. Datasets
were manually reviewed to document SNPs of interest and their corresponding reference-
based scaffold number or de novo assembly contig across all phenotypes. Reference-based
and de novo contig sequences associated with phenotypes were then analyzed against the
Cenococcum geophilum isolate 1.58 genome assembly v.2 [84] using the Mycocosm BLAST
feature within the Joint Genome Institute portal [158, 159] and the results, including scaffold
ID, sequence start, and sequence end were recorded (Supplemental Table 4.1). Significant
SNP markers were manually evaluated using the search function in Mycocosm to determine
possible protein identities and functions associated with each SNP location (Supplemental
Table 4.1). Results were compared across measured phenotypes and between the reference-
based and de novo assembly results (Supplemental Table 4.1).
4.7 Results
4.7.1 Heavy metal tolerance across the Pacific Northwest isolates
Four of the 56 isolates from either White, Toutle, Snohomish, or Puyallup rivershed sites did
not grow in any condition (17), perhaps due to problems in transfer. A MANOVA indicated
that the presence of a heavy metal significantly impacted growth across all Cenococcum
geophilum isolates (p < 0.001), and a TSD revealed that all heavy metal conditions
significantly impacted growth of each isolate relative to the isolate control condition (p <
0.001). The TSD additionally revealed that nearly all elemental conditions were statistically
significant both in contrast to the control condition and to each other (p < 0.05) with the
exceptions of Cu to Cd (p = 0.052) and Zn to Pb (p = 0.99783). When investigated further,
we observed that the majority of isolates averaged less growth in the presence of Cu, Pb, and
Zn when compared to the control condition (p < 0.05), and were unaffected by the presence
of Sr when compared to the control (Fig 16-17). While the presence of Na did not appear to
impact isolate growth as strongly as the heavy metals, there was still a significant difference
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in total radial growth observed (p = 0.009) (Fig 16). As a collection, isolates averaged radial
growth > 1 cm in the control condition after 70 days as well as in the presence of 25 ppm
Na and Sr (Fig 16). Isolates grew an average of 0.7 cm in the presence of both 25 ppm Zn
and Pb, 0.5 in the presence of 25 ppm Cu, and 0.4 in the presence of 0.5 ppm Cd (Fig 16).
Forty-nine isolates grew very little in the presence of Cd (Fig 16-17), and 7 isolates which
grew well (approx. 2 cm at 70 days) in the presence of Cd did not also grow well in the
presence of Cu and Zn, and vice-versa (Fig 17). In particular, isolates from sites White River
5 (WH5) and Skagit 5 (SK5) consistently grew above the average of the control condition
(> 1 cm in 70 days) in the presence of both Cd and Pb for an average of 2 cm and 1.5 cm
respectively but grew < 1 cm in 70 days in the presence Cu and Zn (Fig 18).
4.7.2 SNP detection and phenotype association
The de novo assembly contained a total of 327,884 contigs of up to 65 base pairs in length,
accounting for approximately 1% of the total C. geophilum genome. These contigs accounted
for 3,264 SNPs that were then compared to measured phenotypes. In all, 185 de novo contigs
that contained individually significant associations prior to False Discovery Rate correction
(FDR) were mapped back to the C. geophilum isolate 1.58 reference genome in Mycocosm
with 124 protein-coding regions identified (Supplemental Table 4.1). The reference-based
assembly accounted for 13,963 SNP associations to measured phenotypes (Supplemental
Table 4.1). In all, 137 reference-based sequences were analyzed against the C. geophilum
1.58 reference genome, with 102 Mycocosm hits and 88 protein-coding regions identified
(Supplemental Table 4.1). After FDR correction for multiple comparisons, no significant
associations were detected in any measured phenotypes in the reference-based assembly, and
20 were detected in the Cd treatment only from the de novo assembly (Supplemental Table
4.1).
Two significant SNP markers detected in the Cd treatment are associated with the gene
coding regions of glucooligosaccharide oxidase, located in scaffold 46 from base pair 951514-
951573 (de novo contig 860:7/C/T), and fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase, located in scaffold
2 from base pair 1257909-1257968 (de novo contig 3682:10/G/A, Table 5, Supplemental
Table 4.1). There was a significant association to the gene coding region for the sphingolipid
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catabolizing gene acid sphingomyelinase [237] found in scaffold six between base pairs 322,809
and 323,780 (de novo contig 33099:34/C/T, Table 5). Five significant associations were
linked to proteins notated as a general function prediction only, and one located in scaffold
14 from base pair 1331013-1331072 (de novo contig 16995:14/T/C) was simply notated as
potentially a binding protein (Table 5).
While not significant after FDR correction (p ≥ 0.05), 14 of the de novo assembly markers
discovered in the Cu, Pb, Na, Sr, and Zn treatments are associated with protein coding gene
regions for ion binding proteins, including the cation binding protein alpha-amylase found
in C. geophilum scaffold 50 from base pair 1308270-1308329 (Supplemental Table 4.1). Of
these associations, 10 SNP markers associated with zinc ion binding protein coding gene
regions were detected in the Cu, Pb, Na, Sr, and Zn treatments but not the Cd treatment
(Supplemental Table 4.1). Two annotated iron-binding proteins were determined to be
significant (p < 0.05) in the Cd treatment (Table 5). Both are found within the cytochrome
P450 CYP4/CYP19/CYP26 protein subfamily in scaffold 13 starting from base pair 1829642-
1829701. The first, found in de novo contig 2968 at base pair 46, is a substitution of a cytosine
for an adenine; the second is a substitution of an adenine for a guanine at base pair 50 within
the same contig (Table 5).
4.8 Discussion
Cenococcum geophilum has been proposed as a new model organism for use in laboratory
studies [75], making the establishment of robust phylogenetic and genomic analyses protocols
critical to its continued development in this role. While large amounts of variation in this
species are present in nature that can be mined for traits of interest, the large size of the C.
geophilum genome presents unique challenges to analyses of the role this genetic diversity
plays in the functioning of this ubiquitous ectomycorrhizal species. Here we compared the
results of association mapping using either a reference-based or de novo assembly generated
from RADseq data and found that the de novo assembly provided a more robust analysis,
with 20 significant association markers (p < 0.05) detected in the Cd treatment (Table 5).
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Past studies of other organisms have recorded a larger number of SNPs called from reference-
based assemblies, challenging our observations [124, 238]. These same studies concluded
that downstream processing of RADseq data has a large impact on the final outcome of
the analyses performed. To this point, the increased robustness we observed from the de
novo assembly is likely due to the improved depth per site in the de novo versus reference-
based RADseq assembly based on VCFtools quality filtering, as well as the likelihood of
capturing transposable repeat sites in the reference-based alignment which would ultimately
be designated as non-significant (p > 0.05) associations.
Our analyses detected 20 SNPmarkers from the de novo assembly which were significantly
associated (p < 0.05) with the presence of Cd (Table 5) after FDR corrections. This may
reflect the heightened toxicity of Cd [239] as compared to the other heavy metal conditions,
as Cd appears to be the only heavy metal which produced a strong enough reaction for
significant responses in the tested isolates (Supplemental Table 4.1). Interestingly and in
contrast to the results on Cd, most isolates grew well (approx. 1.4 cm in 70 days) in the
presence of 25 ppm Sr, with two isolates POR4_12.6 (p = 0.02) and LewPark3_26.2 (p
= 0.03) significantly surpassing the average radial growth of their respective control (Fig
17). The majority of identified association markers were detected in the presence of Sr,
with a total of 119 out of the 124 detected from the de novo assembly and 58 of the 88
detected from the reference-based assembly (Supplemental Table 4.1). None of these were
determined to be significant after FDR correction. There is no singular pattern in the protein
functions associated with the SNP markers detected, which range from metabolic functions
to membrane transporters and ion binding proteins (Supplemental Table 4.1).
Contrasted to the observed growth in Sr treatments, many of the isolates did not grow in
the presence of 0.5 ppm Cd, which seem to have proved toxic for 49 of the isolates included
in our study group (Fig 1-2). Despite this toxicity, we observed an interesting previously
undocumented inverse relationship in isolates which were capable of strong growth (approx.
2 cm in 70 days) in the presence of Cd but not in 25 ppm Cu and Zn, and vice-versa. In
summary, isolates which grew strongly in the presence of Cd did not also grow well in the
presence of Cu and Zn, and this inverse phenotype was significantly associated with 20 SNP
markers. Of the detected markers, at least five are associated with gene coding regions of
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proteins involved in metabolic functions, including the amidohydralase protein superfamily
involved in hydrolysis of multiple substrates [240] and a permease of the major facilitator
superfamily [241] (Supplemental Table 4.1). This permease may be functionally coupled
with an additionally detected SNP marker associated with an ATP binding serine/threonine
protein kinase, as both protein families are necessarily linked for carbohydrate permease
functionality [242, 243].
Two separately detected SNPs of a thiamine in place of a cytosine are associated with
gene coding regions for proteins involved in either transcription via RNA processing and
modification or translation via biogenesis and ribosomal structure (Table 5). A third
replacement of a thiamine for a cytosine was detected in the nucleic protein transporter
karyopherin beta 3 [244], and combined with the previous two SNP markers may indicate
increased protein translation in response to Cd toxicity (Table 5). Of note, many of the
discovered SNP markers are associated with gene coding regions of proteins linked to
energy production, including ATP binding, carbohydrate catabolism, and lipid transport
and metabolism (Table 5). The increased association with these particular proteins may
reflect the significantly increased radial growth observed in the WH5 and SK5 isolates in the
presence of Cd, even surpassing their respective growth under control conditions (Fig 3).
Our comparisons across treatments indicated two particularly interesting significant
(p < 0.05) SNPs linked to the proteins glucooligosaccharide oxidase and fructose-1,6-
bisphosphatase. When reviewed, these SNP marers were specifically associated with strong
isolate growth (approx. 2 cm in 70 days) in the presence of Cd but not Cu or Zn
(Supplemental Table 4.1). Both proteins have been previously shown to increase heavy
metal resistance in other species. Glucooligosaccharide oxidase contains the flavin adenine
dinucleotide (FAD) binding domain [245, 246], which is a coenzyme involved in substrate
redox reactions [247]. Flavoenzymes have been shown to increase bacterial resistance to
heavy metals, particularly mercury in the form of mercuric reductase, which catalyzes the
highly toxic Hg2+ to the lox-toxicity Hg0 [248, 249], but to the best of our knowledge such
relationships have not yet been documented in any fungal species.
Fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase catalyzes the enzymatic conversion of fructose-1,6-bisphosphate
to fructose-6-phosphate and requires the binding of both a structural and catalytic metal
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ion [250]. However, Kuznetsova et al. (2010) [251] described a metal-independent family
of FBPases, YK23, in the single-celled yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which shared 31%
identity with another metal-independent FBPase described by Ganapathy et al. (2015) [252]
in Mycobacterium tuberculosis. While the FBPase identified in this study does not appear
to share similarities with the YK23 FBPase family, FBPase is known to either rely directly
upon or be completely independent of metal ion binding in order to function, and in at least
one study is hypothesized to create lithium resistance due to this independence [252].
4.9 Conclusion
Within this study, we have shown that RADseq techniques may be used in combination
with association mapping approaches to statistically detect significant SNP markers. This
technique was used to implicate genes for proteins of interest within the Cenococcum
geophilum genome associated with a measured phenotype, in this case radial growth
responses to the presence of heavy metals. These results add strong support to the
use of C. geophilum as a model species in both laboratory-based studies of its biological
functioning, as well as indicate potential for the development of future agricultural
applications relevant for their use with biofuel crop systems in contaminated lands. The
further study and development of these approaches including isolates from the global C.
geophilum collection would allow us to greatly increase our understanding of the significant
phenotypic associations which may be unique to the Pacific Northwest isolates as well as to
the C. geophilum species complex. Follow on work should address gene-specific manipulations
using the implicated proteins of this study. Additionally, greenhouse applications using
a combination of isolates from sites which are generally tolerant of multiple heavy metal
contaminants in combination with biofuel crops such as Populus could serve to elucidate
whether these isolates and the significant associations are indeed correlated to heavy metal
tolerance both with regards to fungal growth and in symbiosis with the plant host.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Directions
5.1 Phylogenetic complexity of Cenococcum geophilum
The initial study of >200 Pacific Northwest (PNW) isolates revealed the existence of multiple
cryptic clades of C. geophilum as well as distinct phylogenetic groups from the PNW which
may be uniquely associated with Populus trichocarpa, and confirms the common view of
this species as a hyper-diverse group of ectomycorrhizal fungi on both regional and global
scales. The genetic diversity present within both local and global isolate collections of C.
geophilum isolates is striking, and strongly indicates patterns consistent with recombination
within the PNW isolate collection based on analyses performed on the GAPDH and ITS
gene regions. However, restriction-associated DNA sequencing (RADseq) approaches expand
the genomic information analyzed through rigorous de novo single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) calling allows for more in-depth phylogenetic analyses on this ubiquitous fungal taxon
which has proven historically difficult to classify both physiologically and phylogenetically.
To determine whether this represents one global, hyper-diverse species, or a myriad of cryptic
species, a more robust analysis with greater population-level resolution across many loci to
more accurately quantify gene flow was performed. This allowed the opportunity to delineate
the individual species which may currently be included in this greater C. geophilum species
complex, or the other mechanisms by which it may maintain such diversity.
The application of RADseq to >180 PNW C. geophilum isolates shows that when
investigated across multiple loci in the C. geophilum genome, the PNW collection continues
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to represent a highly diverse collection. These approaches showed when considered on a
group specific basis and/or local rivershed or site basis, potential signals consistent with
recombination events are observed, despite little initial evidence of gene flow at the genome-
wide scale. These patterns match expected with low-level, infrequent recombination or
hybridization events and potential barriers within a cryptic species. It is worth noting that
based on a single gene scale, recombination is likely occurring in localized populations at
specific genomic locations. This indicates that even an analysis including >180 isolates
under-samples the diversity of the PNW collection, and additional isolates representing a
more comprehensive regional, site, and watershed level of groupings may provide stronger
localized evidence of these patterns.
The analyses of these RADseq data in an association mapping yielded 20 significant
markers for further study, providing candidate isolates for future research into possible
agricultural relevance in greenhouse studies and adding strong support to the use of C.
geophilum as a model species within laboratory studies. Significant associations were
detected in both the reference-based and de novo RADseq assemblies, with specific proteins
identified which may serve important roles in C. geophilum environmental stressor and
particularly cadmium tolerance within specific isolate collections.
5.2 Future directions
The incorporation of RADseq data from previously characterized isolates from the global
C. geophilum collection which incorporate the PNW RADseq data in conjunction with the
PNW isolate collection could provide stronger support for both localized recombination
or hybridization events and increase understanding of intriguing species on a broader
spectrum. Such expanded RADseq datasets designating location-based populations which
are separated may reveal additional speciation and sexual recombination evidence within
the global C. geophilum population. Future research directions for these systems and
techniques could include expanded genome-wide association studies using a myriad of
phenotypes including isolate color, isolation site characteristics, and responses to additional
stressors to determine if the SNPs indicated using these RADseq data are co-associated with
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other measurable phenotypic traits. Moreover, these analyses can be used to direct gene-
specific manipulations in future research, and greenhouse applications using a combination
of isolates from sites which are generally resistant to multiple heavy metal contaminants in
combination with a biofuel crop such as Populus can serve to determine whether these isolates
have potential agricultural applications in contaminated lands and whether the specified
significant associations are indeed correlated to heavy metal resistance, particularly in the
case of the more toxic Cd in comparison to Cu and Zn. This proof of concept for the use of
RADseq techniques and applications in to detect SNPs and markers for proteins of interest
within the Cenococcum geophilum genome opens multiple avenues of future research which
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Figure 1: Agricultural security is critical for economic security, which includes food security,
sovereign independence, and increased general prosperity of the population. In the United
States, agriculture accounted for $992 billion of the gross domestic product in 2015. Source:
USDA Economic Research Service
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Figure 2: There are up to 1.73 million hectares of arable land in the United States, increasing
the need for sustainable agricultural practices which maintain and increase soil health [7].
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Figure 3: A cropping system involving planting biofuel crops allows for remediation of agricultural soils without extreme negative
impact on the quality of the product produced [15].
Figure 4: Pyrolysis of harvested biomass captures heavy metal contaminants in the char
byproduct which accounts for 10 of the total product [33].
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Figure 5: The 3RAD protocol developed by Bayona-Vasquez et al. (2019) [116] includes
digestion of genomic DNA with three restriction enzymes, two of which share a cut site
sticky end (A). Internal adapters are designed to ligate to one of the two sticky ends, and one
internal adapter is also designed to self-ligate at the cut site for the 3rd restriction enzyme,
leading to lesser chances of self-ligation and more efficient ligation of internal adapters (B).
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Table 1: Model with best fit analysis, Bayesian Information Criterion, and Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) for each
alignment per an analysis using MEGA X software. Lower BIC and AICc values indicate the best model fit for use in analyses.
Alignment Best Model AICc BIC
PNW ITS K2 + G 2873.433 7082.611
PNW GAPDH K2 + G 5468.328 9860.315
PNW ITS + GAPDH K2 + G 8322.607 12970.723
GP ITS K2 + G 7258.62 21156.093
GP GAPDH K2 + G 12807.63 29779.549
GP ITS + GAPDH K2 + G + I 15623 26550.792
Figure 6: Correlogram of PNW clade, rivershed of origin, site latitude, soil percent moisture
content, C/N weight percent, temperature, elemental metal (lead, zinc, copper, cadmium,
strontium) counts per minute, total sclerotia isolated, and total C. geophilum isolation
success of 105 PNW soil samples. Positive correlations are highlighted in blue and negative
correlations are highlighted in red, with color intensity proportional to the correlation
coefficient. Only those correlation coefficients with p<0.05 are shown in color. No measured
soil conditions or qualities were determined to correlate with the total sclerotia obtained or
C. geophilum successfully isolated.
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Figure 7: The Pacific Northwest (PNW) isolate GAPDH RAxML phylogeny mapped by
latitude to the PNW region. Clades with >80% bootstrap support values are indicated
above the associated clade. A total of 15 clades encompassing 155 isolates were identified
in the PNW isolate collection, with 74 isolates remaining unresolved. Isolates from smaller




Figure 8: Principle components analysis (PCoA) of the PNW GAPDH RAxML phylogeny revealed three distinct isolate clusters,
with clade 11 segregating as a separate cluster from the remaining PNW collection (A). A PCoA of the PNW GAPDH alignment
also revealed three distinct clusters, with clades 10 and 11 segregating from the remaining PNW collection (B). A scatterplot
of clade versus latitude did not reveal distinct patterns within the larger groups of the PNW collection (C), and a multiple
components analysis showed some differentiation with clades 3, 12, 14, and 15 from the remaining PNW isolate collection, but
revealed weak associations overall between latitude, isolate clade, and phylogenetic differentiation (D).
Figure 9: Phylogenetic incongruence between the ITS (left) and GAPDH (right) RAxML
phylogenies (A). Heatmap showing pairwise distances for ITS and GAPDH genes from
Cenococcum geophilum. Genetic distances (HKY85) were calculated among all sequence
pairs for ITS (above diagonal) and GAPDH (below diagonal). Darker color indicates
higher sequence divergence. The first is sequence order based on UPGMA clustering of ITS
distances, the second is sequence order based on UPGMA clustering of GAPDH distances
(B). A scatterplot of pairwise HKY85 distances for ITS vs GAPDH datasets shows low
correlation between the ITS and GAPDH gene regions (C). The parsimony-based inter-
partition length difference (PTP-ILD)test indicated that the ITS and GAPDH data sets are
incongruent due to no significant difference between the observed data set parsimony trees
and the distribution of the randomized tree length calculations (p = 0.001) (D).
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Figure 10: Global isolate collection GAPDH RAxML phylogenetic tree. Clades with
strong bootstrap support (>80%) are labeled on the outer ring. Strongly supported clades
implicated in this study are highlighted in orange and designated with V. Clades V16-
V19 represent newly designated clades within the global C. geophilum isolate collection.
The PNW isolates are highlighted in orange. Isolates are highlighted per the most recent
published study of origin as follows: D (Douhan et al., 2007b; Douhan and Rizzo, 2005)
highlighted in gold; dFP (de Freitas Pereira et al., 2018) highlighted in pink; M (Matsuda
et al., 2015) highlighted in purple; and O (Obase et al., 2016) highlighted in blue.
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Table 2: Previously resolved clades per study, number of isolates, geographic region, and host plant. The Pacific Northwest
(PNW) isolate collection resolved 15 clades which appear to be uniquely associated with Populus trichocarpa within its host
range in the PNW.
Study Geographic Region Total No. Isolates Host Plant
Gene(s) Used for
Phylogenetic Analyses
No. clades resolved at
>80% bootstrap support
Douhan & Rizzo 2005
Browns Valley, California












74 Mixed host species GAPDH 9c
Matsuda et al. 2015 Japan 225 Pinus thunbergii GAPDH 3
Obase et al. 2016
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Table 3: Pacific Northwest Cenococcum geophilum isolates used in this study with the rivershed of origin, de novo assembly
cluster, de novo assembly clade and bootstrap support value, and single gene (GPD) clade and bootstrap support value.













1_58 - 2 1 99.4 -
CO11_112_1 Columbia River 3 4 83.4 2 84.1
CO13_113_4 Columbia River 3 2 98.4 4 82.6
CO13_113_5 Columbia River 3 2 98.4 4 82.6
CO11_112_2 Columbia River 3 4 83.4 4 82.6
CO11_112_3 Columbia River 3 4 83.4 4 82.6
CO11_112_5 Columbia River 3 4 83.4 4 82.6
CO11_112_7 Columbia River 3 4 83.4 4 82.6
Corvalis_24_1 Columbia River 1 9 81.1 6 100
POR4_17_1 Columbia River 1 9 81.1 6 100
CO1_76_10 Columbia River 3 9 81.1 8 91.6
POR4_12_2 Columbia River 3 9 81.1 8 91.6
POR4_12_5 Columbia River 3 9 81.1 8 91.6
POR4_12_6 Columbia River 3 9 81.1 8 91.6
POR4_17_3 Columbia River 3 9 81.1 8 91.6
CO14_103_1 Columbia River 3 - 10 84.4
CO13_113_3 Columbia River 3 3 100 -
CO13_113_6 Columbia River 3 3 100 -
CO13_113_2 Columbia River 3 9 81.1 -
CO3_82_1 Columbia River 3 9 81.1 -
CO5_94_1 Columbia River 3 - -
OR2_41_1 Columbia River 4 - -
WF1_84_7 Lake Whatcom 2 1 99.4 1 95.9
WF1_84_4 Lake Whatcom 4 10 100 1 95.9
WF1_84_5 Lake Whatcom 4 10 100 1 95.9
WF1_84_6 Lake Whatcom 4 10 100 1 95.9
WF1_84_10 Lake Whatcom 3 7 94.2 3 84.1
WF1_84_9 Lake Whatcom 3 8 95.9 3 84.1
WF1_84_11 Lake Whatcom 4 10 100 3 84.1
WF3_101_1 Lake Whatcom 3 4 83.4 4 82.6
WF2_131_4 Lake Whatcom 3 5 100 4 82.6
WF2_131_6 Lake Whatcom 3 5 100 4 82.6
WF1_84_12 Lake Whatcom 3 8 95.9 5 97.6
WF2_131_3 Lake Whatcom 2 1 99.4 -
WF1_84_8 Lake Whatcom 4 10 100 -
ParPoint_25_1 Lewis River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
LewPark2_26_1 Lewis River 1 9 81.1 6 100
LewPark3_26_2 Lewis River 1 9 81.1 6 100
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Table 3 Continued.
ParPoint_25_2 Lewis River 3 9 81.1 8 91.6
ParPoint_25_3 Lewis River 3 9 81.1 8 91.6
ParPoint_25_4 Lewis River 3 9 81.1 8 91.6
ParPoint_25_5 Lewis River 3 9 81.1 8 91.6
ParPoint_25_7 Lewis River 3 9 81.1 8 91.6
DBPark4_28_1 Lewis River 3 11 100 9 87.4
DBPark3_27_1 Lewis River 4 15 100 -
DBPark3_27_2 Lewis River 4 15 100 -
DBPark4_36_1 Lewis River 3 - -
NI2_89_1 Nisqualla River 1 9 81.1 6 100
NK3_43_1 Nooksack River 3 5 100 4 82.6
NK3_43_2 Nooksack River 3 5 100 4 82.6
NK2_128_1 Nooksack River 3 - 10 84.4
PU5_60_1 Puyallup River 1 9 81.1 6 100
PU5_60_10 Puyallup River 1 9 81.1 6 100
PU5_60_11 Puyallup River 1 9 81.1 6 100
PU5_60_12 Puyallup River 1 9 81.1 6 100
PU5_60_13 Puyallup River 1 9 81.1 6 100
PU5_60_14 Puyallup River 1 9 81.1 6 100
PU5_60_2 Puyallup River 3 9 81.1 6 100
PU5_60_3 Puyallup River 1 9 81.1 6 100
PU5_60_4 Puyallup River 1 9 81.1 6 100
PU5_60_6 Puyallup River 1 9 81.1 6 100
PU2_108_1 Puyallup River 1 9 81.1 -
PU3_117_2 Puyallup River 4 - -
PWA1_7_1 Puyallup River 4 - -
SA5_67_2 Sandy River 3 - 3 84.1
POR3_13_1 Sandy River 3 4 83.4 4 82.6
POR3_6_2 Sandy River 3 4 83.4 4 82.6
SA5_67_1 Sandy River 1 9 81.1 6 100
POR3_13_2 Sandy River 3 - -
SA2_70_2 Sandy River 4 - -
POR1_10_3 Santiam River 1 9 81.1 6 100
SK5_85_1 Skagit River 4 10 100 1 95.9
SK1_120_1 Skagit River 3 - 2 84.1
SK5_85_3 Skagit River 3 6 99.6 -
SK5_85_2 Skagit River 4 10 100 -
SY1_50_4 Skykomish River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
SY2_46_13 Skykomish River 4 12 99.6 3 84.1
SN2_59_1 Skykomish River 3 - 4 82.6
SY2_46_12 Skykomish River 1 9 81.1 6 100
SY6_37_3 Skykomish River 3 11 100 9 87.4
SY1_50_2 Skykomish River 4 - 10 84.4
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SN6_55_2 Skykomish River 3 6 99.6 -
SY6_37_5 Skykomish River 3 7 94.2 -
SY6_37_6 Skykomish River 1 9 81.1 -
SY2_46_3 Skykomish River 4 12 99.6 -
SY2_46_5 Skykomish River 4 12 99.6 -
SY2_46_7 Skykomish River 4 12 99.6 -
SY1_50_5 Skykomish River 4 13 100 -
SY1_50_6 Skykomish River 4 13 100 -
SY1_50_7 Skykomish River 4 13 100 -
PWA2_8_1 Skykomish River 4 - -
SY1_50_1 Skykomish River 4 - -
SY1_50_3 Skykomish River 4 - -
SY5_45_1 Skykomish River 4 - -
SN6_55_1 Skykomish River 3 - -
SN6_55_4 Skykomish River 4 - -
TO1_99_1 Toutle River 4 - 2 84.1
TO9_93_1 Toutle River 4 - 2 84.1
TO9_93_4 Toutle River 3 8 95.9 5 97.6
TO1_99_3 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 6 100
TO1_99_4 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 6 100
TO1_99_5 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 6 100
TO1_99_6 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 6 100
TO1_99_8 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 6 100
TO1_99_9 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 6 100
TO3_32_1 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 6 100
TO4_90_2 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 6 100
TO4_90_3 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 6 100
TO4_90_4 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 6 100
TO4_90_5 Toutle River 3 9 81.1 6 100
TO3_32_2 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 7 88.9
TO3_32_3 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 7 88.9
TO3_32_7 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 7 88.9
TO3_32_8 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 7 88.9
TO3_32_9 Toutle River 1 9 81.1 7 88.9
TO5_107_1 Toutle River 3 - -
WH6_64_1 White River 3 - 2 84.1
WH6_64_2 White River 4 - 2 84.1
WH6_64_4 White River 4 - 2 84.1
WH6_64_5 White River 4 - 2 84.1
WH5_56_13 White River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WH5_56_14 White River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WH5_56_19 White River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WH5_56_2 White River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
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WH5_56_3 White River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WH5_56_4 White River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WH5_56_5 White River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WH5_56_6 White River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WH5_56_8 White River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WH6_64_6 White River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WH4_58_6 White River 1 9 81.1 6 100
WH2_54_10 White River 4 - 6 100
WH4_58_4 White River 2 1 99.4 -
WH5_56_11 White River 2 1 99.4 -
WH5_56_7 White River 2 1 99.4 -
WH5_56_9 White River 2 1 99.4 -
WH1_62_11 White River 4 14 100 -
WH1_62_13 White River 4 14 100 -
WH1_62_1 White River 4 - -
WH1_62_10 White River 4 - -
WH1_62_12 White River 3 - -
WH1_62_14 White River 4 - -
WH1_62_15 White River 4 - -
WH1_62_2 White River 4 - -
WH1_62_5 White River 4 - -
WH1_62_6 White River 4 - -
WH1_62_9 White River 4 - -
WH2_54_4 White River 4 - -
WH2_54_8 White River 4 - -
WH4_58_3 White River 4 - -
WH6_64_8 White River 4 - -
WI7_83_9 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 1 95.9
WI1_102_3 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WI1_102_4 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WI1_102_7 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WI1_102_8 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WI1_102_9 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WI7_83_10 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WI7_83_11 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WI7_83_13 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WI7_83_3 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WI7_83_6 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WI7_83_7 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WI7_83_8 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 3 84.1
WI5_138_1 Willamette River 3 - 4 82.6
WI1_102_10 Willamette River 3 1 99.4 -
WI7_83_2 Willamette River 2 1 99.4 -
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WI4_133_2 Willamette River 4 4 83.4 -
WI18_80_1 Willamette River 2 8 95.9 -
Figure 11: The RADseq de novo RAxML phylogeny directly compared to the reference-
based RADseq phylogeny. Neither assembly retained the Pseudocenococcum floridanum
isolate BA4b018 due to insufficient read depth. The de novo assembly strongly resolved
(>80% support) 76% of the retained 171 isolates into 15 clades with strongly supported




Comparison of Single Gene (Left) to De Novo (Right) RAxML Phylogenies of PNW Isolates 
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Figure 12: The single gene (GPD) RAxML phylogeny directly compared to the RADseq de
novo assembly RAxML phylogeny. Of 171 retained isolates, a total of 34% were unresolved
using GPD versus 24% unresolved using RADseq data. A greater lever of sub-structure
was also observed within clades DN1 and DN9 of the de novo assembly phylogeny when
compared to the largest GPD3 and GPD6 clades. Clade GPD3 is predominantly grouped
into clade DN1, and clades GPD6-8 are predominantly grouped into clade DN9.
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Figure 13: The single gene (GPD) RAxML phylogeny compared to the reference-based
RADseq RAxML phylogeny. The GPD phylogeny strongly resolved (>80%) 15 clades and
66% of 171 isolates. The reference-based assembly only resolved 42% of the retained 112
isolates into 8 clades.
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Figure 14: A discriminant analysis of principle components of the de novo assembly revealed four distinct phylogenetic clusters.
When Cenococcum geophilum isolates were mapped to the original Pacific Northwest site of isolation, there were no patterns
of segregation found within the clusters based on latitude. Many sites also contained more than one cluster, a pattern which
occurred regardless of the size of the site-associated isolate collection. Sites of isolation are coded from blue to red running
North to South, and the site-specific color is indicated in the circular outline of each site cluster pie chart.
Figure 15: The Index of Association (Ia) was calculated for each de novo assembly cluster,
clade, and Pacific Northwest site of origin with at least three isolates. There was no evidence
of recombination within the full de novo assembly (r̄d = 0.0376, p < 0.001) (A). De novo
clade 5 fell within the expected distribution with no allelic linkage (r̄d = 0.274, p < 0.01),
indicating evidence of recombination (B). The Snohomish rivershed isolate collection fell
within the expected distribution, however the results were not significant (r̄d = 0.149, p =
0.07) (C). In contrast, Snohomish river site six (SN6) fell within the expected distribution (r̄d
= 0.0885, p < 0.05) (D). The White River collection fell outside of the expected distribution,
(r̄d = 0.161, p < 0.001) (E), while White River site WH4 fell within the expected distribution
(r̄d = 0.0624, p < 0.01), implicating a clonal population with site-specific recombination (F).
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Table 4: Pacific Northwest (PNW) Cenococcum geophilum isolates used in this study with the rivershed of origin and single
gene (GPD) clade. Unresolved isolates are designated with a dash (-). In total, 55 isolates were used representing 10 PNW
riversheds and Lake Whatcom, along with the reference 1.58 strain.
PNW Strain ID Isolation River Site PNW Clade
1.58 Reference -
CO5_94.1 Columbia River 4
OR2_41.1 Columbia River -
POR4_12.5 Columbia River 6
POR4_12.6 Columbia River 6
POR4_17.3 Columbia River 6
WF1_84.12 Lake Whatcom 7
WF1_84.4 Lake Whatcom 8
DBPark3_27.1 Lewis River -
DBPark3_27.2 Lewis River -
DBPark4_28.1 Lewis River 3
LewPark2_26.1 Lewis River 11
LewPark3_26.2 Lewis River 11
ParPoint_25.2 Lewis River 6
PU5_60.14 Puyallup River 11
PU5_60.4 Puyallup River 11
POR3_13.1 Sandy River -
POR3_6.2 Sandy River -
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Table 4 Continued.
SA3_75.2 Sandy River 10
SA5_67.1 Sandy River 11
SK1_120.1 Skagit River 9
SK5_85.3 Skagit River -
PWA2_8.1 Skykomish River -
SY1_50.6 Skykomish River -
SY1_50.7 Skykomish River -
SY1_50.8 Skykomish River -
SY2_46.1 Skykomish River -
SY2_46.12 Skykomish River 11
SY2_46.5 Skykomish River -
SY6_37.3 Skykomish River 3
SY6_37.5 Skykomish River -
SN2_59.1 Snohomish River 13
SN6_55.1 Snohomish River 2
SN9_48.1 Snohomish River -
TO3_32.2 Toutle River 5
TO3_32.6 Toutle River 5
TO3_32.8 Toutle River 5
TO4_90.2 Toutle River 11
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Table 4 Continued.
WH1_62.6 White River -
WH2_54.10 White River 11
WH2_54.4 White River -
WH2_54.6 White River -
WH2_54.8 White River -
WH4_58.4 White River -
WH4_58.6 White River 11
WH5_56.12 White River -
WH5_56.19 White River -
WH5_56.3 White River 10
WH5_56.4 White River 10
WH5_56.5 White River 10
WH5_56.9 White River 10
WH6_64.2 White River 9
WH6_64.4 White River 9
WH6_64.8 White River -
WI7_83.3 Willamette River 10
WI7_83.9 Willamette River 8
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Table 5: Twenty significant associations were detected in the presence of cadmium. The Cenococcum geophilum scaffold number
and coding region base pair start and end are indicated. The majority of the associated gene coding regions include proteins














PF08031 Berberine and berberine like
0.03
scaffold_13:1829642-1829701 c2968:50\G,\A G / A
36
(64%)
PF00067 Cytochrome P450 0.02
scaffold_13:1829642-1829701 c2968:46\A,\C A / C
36
(64%)
PF00067 Cytochrome P450 0.02




scaffold_2:1257909-1257968 c3682:10\G,\A G / A
33
(59%)
PF00316 Fructose-1-6-bisphosphatase, N-terminal domain 0.03
scaffold_7:3260814-3260873 c3868:22\G,\A G / A
35
(63%)
PF06985 Heterokaryon incompatibility protein (HET) 0.02
scaffold_110:159394-159453 c4109:25\C,\A C / A
30
(54%)
PF07690 Major Facilitator Superfamily 0.05
scaffold_15:1880211-1880270 c12480:55\C,\T C / T
30
(54%)
PF02731 SKIP/SNW domain 0.04





binding domain (C1 domain)
PF00069 Protein kinase domain
PF00433 Protein kinase C terminal domain
0.02








scaffold_46:807302-809375 c17801:54\C,\T C / T
32
(57%)
PF00749 tRNA synthetases class I
(E and Q), catalytic domain
0.04
scaffold_28:270362-270421 c18237:53\G,\A G / A
32
(57%)
PF08123 Histone methylation protein DOT1 0.02
scaffold_88:423132-423191 c22272:42\C,\T C / T
28
(50%)
PF02985 HEAT repeat 0.02
scaffold_2:4601118-4601177 c22932:39\T,\G T / G
26
(46%)
PF04109 Autophagy protein Apg9 0.03
scaffold_2:4600251-4601543 c23056:4\T,\C T / C
26
(46%)
PF06792 Uncharacterised protein family (UPF0261) 0.02
scaffold_48:278028-278085 c27219:37\T,\C T / C
39
(70%)





scaffold_6:323153-323212 c33099:34\C,\T C / T
31
(55%)
PF00149 Calcineurin-like phosphoesterase 0.03
scaffold_29:1482286-1482345 c84991:27\A,\G A / G
44
(79%)
PF00550 Phosphopantetheine attachment site
PF07993 Male sterility protein
PF00501 AMP-binding enzyme
0.05



































Average Radial Growth Indicated per Condition
Radial Growth per Heavy Metal Condition at 70 Days
Figure 16: Average radial growth in cm at 70 days of all Cenococcum geophilum isolates used
in this study per heavy metal condition. The average per condition is indicated with a black
dot and value. All heavy metal conditions were at 25 ppm save for cadmium (Cd), which
was at 0.5 ppm. All conditions significantly impacted average growth when compared to
the control condition of each isolate. Generally isolates grew less in the presence of a heavy
metal with cadmium (Cd) having the lowest average at 0.4 cm followed by copper (Cu) at
0.5 cm and lead (Pb) and zinc (Zn) at 0.7 cm. While sodium (Na) did have a significant
impact on overall growth, the average was closest to the control at 1.1 cm. Isolates tended
to grow as well or better in the presence of strontium (Sr) at 1.4 cm average radial growth.
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Figure 17: Average radial growth per Cenococcum geophilum isolate and heavy metal
treatment at 70 days of growth. All heavy metal conditions were at 25 ppm save for cadmium
(Cd), which was at 0.5 ppm. Generally isolates grew as much as the control treatment in the
sodium (Na) treatment and as much or more in the strontium (Sr) treatment. Most isolates
had decreased average radial growth in the cadmium (Cd), copper (Cu), lead (Pb), and zinc
(Zn) treatments except for isolates which originated from either White River 5 isolation site

































Average Radial Growth Indicated per Condition
Radial Growth of SK5 and WH5 per Heavy Metal Condition at 70 Days
Figure 18: Average radial growth in cm at 70 days of Cenococcum geophilum isolates
originating from either White River 5 isolation site (WH5) or Skagit River 5 isolation site
(SK5). The average per condition is indicated with a black dot and value. All heavy metal
conditions were at 25 ppm save for cadmium (Cd), which was at 0.5 ppm. All conditions
significantly impacted average growth when compared to the control condition of each isolate.
Isolates grew less that the control in both copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn) conditions at 0.4 cm
and 0.7 cm respectively, but nearly equal average growth in the 0.5 ppm Cd condition in
contrast to the average of the entire isolate collection at 0.4 cm. Higher average radial growth
was also seen in the sodium (Na), lead (Pb), and strontium (Sr) conditions at 2.2 cm, 1.5
cm, and 2.2 cm respectively.
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